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ARGUMENT
I.

BUYERS DID NOT HAVE A LEGAL OBLIGATION TO USE THIRD
PARTY FINANCING, BUT DID HAVE A LEGAL OBLIGATION TO
APPLY FOR A LOAN,
Appellees (hereinafter referred to as "Buyers") have asserted that Buyers did not

breach the REPC by failing to apply for a loan by December 21, 2007, because Buyers
are entitled to waive the financing contingency in the parties' Real Estate Purchase
Contract ("REPC"). (Brief of Appellee, pgs. 16-19, Add. 2) Buyers' position incorrectly
assumes that the obligation to apply for a loan (contained in Sections 2.1(b) and 2.3(a) of
the REPC) and the right to cancel the REPC based on the denial of a loan application
(contained in Section 2.3(b) of the REPC) are one and the same. (Add. 1-2) They are
not. One is an affirmative obligation of Buyers and the other is an independent condition
precedent to Buyers' obligation to purchase the property. Buyers' position also
incorrectly assumes that the financing contingency (including the associated but separate
obligation to apply for a loan) is intended to solely benefit Buyers.
While it is true that ~[a] party may waive any condition of a real estate contract in
his favor", it is also true that a party may not unilaterally waive or excuse its own
affirmative contractual obligations or contract contingencies that partially benefit another
party. See Fleischer v. McCarver, 691 S.W.2d 930, 933 (Mo.App.l985)(stating that a
party may waive a contract condition in his favor) and W, W. W. Associates, Inc. v.
Giancontieri, 152 A.D.2d 333, 341 (N.Y.A.D. 2 Dept. 1989) rev'd on other grounds, 566
N.E.2d 639 (1990) (holding that "[w]here a mortgage contingency clause is for the

1

benefit of both parties, it can be waived only by agreement between the parties or by
conduct").
Sellers have never argued that Buyers were required to finance the purchase of the
property with loan proceeds. Sellers have only argued that Buyers were required to
involve a lender in the transaction if Buyers wanted to exercise the right to cancel
pursuant to Section 2.4 of the REPC. What is currently disputed is: (1) whether Buyers'
attempted waiver of the financing condition in Section 2.3(b) also excuses Buyers from
their affirmative obligations to apply for a loan contained in Section 2.1(b) and 2.3(a) of
the REPC; and (2) whether Buyers' may unilaterally waive the financing condition.
Sellers insist that Buyers had an affirmative and material obligation to at least
apply for a loan under the facts of this case. Sellers are generally of the opinion that if a
"buyer actually has the purchase price in cash to pay to the seller as required by the

1

To help illustrate the mandatory vs. discretionary nature of Buyers' obligation to apply
for a loan, it is helpful to compare the text of Sections 2.1(b) and 2.3(a) of the REPC used
by the parties in this case to Sections 2(b) and 8.3 of the new form of REPC that must be
used by real estate licensees as of January 1, 2009. (See Add. 1 and Add. 11
respectively) While both versions of the REPC deal with the same subject matter, it is
easy to see the intent of the new REPC is to: (1) make the obligation to apply for a loan
voluntary through the use of the word "may" in Section 2(b) of the new REPC, and (2) to
not impose a specific deadline by which a buyer has to apply for a loan. By comparison,
Sections 2.1(b) and Section 2.3(b) of the REPC used by Buyers and Sellers contain
nondiscretionary, mandatory commands dictating that the buyer "shall" apply for a loan
by December 21, 2007. Query, if a buyer or seller attached an addendum to the 2009
version of the REPC which contained language that said "No later than December 31,
2007, Buyer shall apply for the loan referenced in Section 2(b) of the REPC," would the
Court hold that: (1) the obligation to apply for the loan could be unilaterally waived by
the buyer, or (2) the language in the addendum constitutes a material obligation of the
buyer which cannot be unilaterally waived by the buyer? The form of REPC used by the
parties in this litigation is the legal and functional equivalent of attaching the abovedescribed addendum to the 2009 version of the REPC.
2

contract, it should not make any difference to the seller how the cash is obtained "
Dygert v. Crouch, 36 S.W.3d 1, 5-6 (Mo.App. W.D. 2001 )femphasis added). However,
in the present case, Buyers admit that they did not have the cash necessary to purchase
the property for the contract price of $540,000.00. (R. at pg. 30) This admitted inability
of Buyers to self-finance the purchase of the property, makes Buyers' obligation to apply
for a loan a material obligation.2
In a transaction where Buyers need loan financing to complete a purchase, it is
imperative for both Buyers and Sellers (especially Sellers) to know as early as possible in
the transaction if, among other things: (1) Buyers will not be able to purchase the
property due to an inability to obtain loan financing, or (2) the loan underwriting process
will not allow the parties to close the purchase within the timeframe required by the
REPC. If Buyers cannot timely obtain necessary financing, Sellers want to get the
property back on the market as quickly as possible so other prospective purchasers can
purchase the property. This same reasoning was adopted by the court in the case of

2

Buyers have cited the case of Burgess v. North Bend School Dist. 13, 173 P.3d 1271
(Or.App. 2007) for the proposition that the failure to submit a loan application is an
immaterial breach of the REPC. The Burgess case is distinguishable from the present
case. In Burgess, the court held that the loan contingency was solely for the benefit of
the buyer and the buyer could therefore unilaterally waive the contingency. For the
reasons set forth in W. W. W. Associates, Inc. v. Giancontieri, 152 A.D.2d 333, 341
(N.Y.A.D. 2 Dept. 1989) rev'd on other grounds, 566 N.E.2d 639 (1990) discussed infra,
Sellers submit that the loan contingency (and the separate but related obligation to apply
for a loan) was not solely for the benefit of Buyers in this case. Buyers admit they could
not self-fund the contract price of $540,000.00 and would have needed financing to do
so. Further, the obligation to apply for the loan was material to this particular case
because it made Buyers ineligible to realize the potential benefits of Section 2.4.
3

W.W.W. Associates, Inc. v. Giancontieri, 152 A.D.2d 333, 341 (N.Y.A.D. 2 Dept. 1989)
rev'd on other grounds, 566 N.E.2d 639 (1990), where the court stated:
In the case of mortgage contingency clauses... such clauses are generally
for the benefit of both the purchaser and the seller. The purchaser obviously
benefits since the mortgage commitment may be necessary in order to
finance the purchase. On the other hand, the clause is also for the benefit of
the seller who wants to limit the period of time in which the property is off
the market. In addition, it is reasonable to infer that the seller would prefer
the guaranteed financial commitment of a bank rather than the sometime
uncertain personal financial obligation of a purchaser.
In the present case, Buyers and Sellers agreed that Buyers would apply for loan
financing by December 21, 2007. For reasons known only to Buyers, Buyers breached
that obligation. Contrary to Buyers' reasoning, the attempted waiver of a contractual
contingency does not result in the waiver of a separate contractual obligation. If
anything, the attempted waiver of a contractual contingency should reaffirm, not release,
the waiving parties' remaining contractual obligations. See Weinprop, Inc. v. Foreal
Homes, Inc., 79 A.D.2d 987, 987 (N.Y.A.D. 1981)(stating "[i]t is well settled that a party
for whose benefit a condition is included in a contract may waive the condition and
accept performance of the contract as is").
II.

THE REPC DOES NOT DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN APPRAISALS
PROCURED BY A LENDER AND APPRAISALS PROCURED BY A
SELF-FINANCING BUYER.
Buyers argue that "Section 2.4 applies to appraisals that are procured by a third

party lender, and that Section 8 applies to appraisals that are procured directly by a selffinancing buyer." (Brief of Appellee, pg. 15) This creative, but inaccurate, interpretation
of the REPC is not supported by the text of the REPC and should not be adopted by this

4

Court. Buyers' argument also fails to account for the undisputed fact that Buyers could
not self-finance a purchase price of $540,000.00.
Buyers would have this Court believe that the right to cancel a REPC due to an
unsatisfactory appraisal is an inalienable right of all buyers of real estate. This simply is
not the case. A right to cancel a REPC because of an unsatisfactory appraisal is a
contractually created right. If the contract that Buyers chose/drafted does not grant them
that right (or limits the circumstances under which they may exercise that right), then
Buyers must live with that result regardless of how unappealing it is. Any attempt to
strain the plain language of the REPC to accommodate Buyers' desired result would be
unfair to Sellers and contrary to the terms of the agreement that Buyers and Sellers
voluntarily entered into.
A.

Section 2.4 is Not Limited to Appraisals Procured by a Third Party
Lender.

The text of Section 2.4 does not limit its application to transactions where a third
party lender procures an appraisal. (Add. 2) Instead, Section 2.4 allows Buyers, Sellers,
a lender, a real estate broker or any other party to procure an appraisal. As a practical
matter, it may be a lender who most often procures an appraisal, but this procedure is not
mandated by Section 2 . 4 / The only connection to a lender in Section 2.4 is the
requirement that it be a lender who sends the Notice of Appraised Value (i.e. the notice
from a lender to Buyers stating that the property has appraised for less than the purchase

3

Lenders often require an appraisal of the collateral for a loan to confirm that loan to
value ratios and other loan underwriting requirements are satisfied.

5

price). Section 2.4 does not dictate that the appraisal giving rise to a Notice of Appraised
Value has to be procured by a lender. In fact, Section 2.4 does not impose any
restrictions or limitations on the origin of the appraisal.
However, the involvement of a lender is mandatory to take advantage of the
cancellation right provided by Section 2.4.4 Thus, when Buyers made the voluntary
choice not to involve a lender in the transaction, that choice came with the inevitable
consequence that Buyers would not be able to cancel the REPC pursuant to Section 2.4.
Along with enjoying the benefits of their decision to not involve a lender in the
transaction, Buyers must be compelled to bear the burdens associated with their decision.
If Buyers desired a different consequence for their decision, then Buyers should have
modified the terms of Section 2.4 through an addendum to the REPC.
B.

Section 8 of the REPC Does Not Apply to Appraisals Procured by SelfFinancing Buyers.

To counter Sellers' argument that Section 8 of the REPC does not allow
cancellation based on an appraisal because a more specific section of the REPC (i.e.
Section 2.4) deals with the same issue, Buyers assert that Section 2.4 only applies to
appraisals procured by a lender and Section 8 applies to appraisals procured by selffinancing buyers. (Brief of Appellee, pg. 15) There is no language in the REPC that
supports this fictional distinction.
Up to this point in the litigation, Buyers have incorrectly argued that "any test and
evaluation of the Property" falls within the purview of the Section 8 and that Section 8 of
4

Section 2.4 requires that a Notice of Appraised Value must be obtained from a lender in
order to cancel the REPC pursuant to Section 2.4. (Add. 2)
6

the REPC sets "[n]o limit on the kind of test or evaluation/' (R. 186, 212) Using this
analysis, Buyers have repeatedly said that an appraisal falls within the scope of Section 8.
(Brief of Appellee, pgs. 13-14) Buyers now admit what Sellers have been asserting all
along - that there are limits on the scope of the general language in Section 8. Insofar as
appraisals are concerned, Buyers now take the position that Section 8 only applies to
appraisals procured by self-financing buyers. (Brief of Appellee, pg. 15)
Nowhere in Section 8 is the word appraisals mentioned. (Add. 3) Section 8 also
does not contain language differentiating between self-financing buyers and buyers who
will use third party financing. Thus, in order for Buyers to prove their argument, Buyers
must convince the Court that: (1) notwithstanding the rules of contract interpretation cited
by Sellers, appraisals fall within the scope of Section 8, and (2) nonexistent limiting
language should be read into Section 8 so that it only applies to appraisals procured by
self-financing buyers. This poses an insurmountable challenge for Buyers.5
Sellers agree with Buyers that, outside the context of the REPC, the term
evaluation is certainly broad enough to include an appraisal. However, contract
interpretation is performed within the context of the parties' agreement. Thus, where an
overly broad dictionary definition of the term ^evaluations" renders Section 2.4
5

Although not at issue in the present litigation, Section 8 should also logically be
interpreted to exclude loan approvals from the types of evaluations and inspections
included within its scope. Similar to appraisals, cancellation based on a failure to obtain
a satisfactory loan approval is governed by a separate section of the REPC (i.e. Section
2.3(b)). The similarity between the language in Section 2.3(b) and Section 2.4 of the
REPC is noteworthy. Based on the similarity of the language, any argument that
appraisals should be included within the scope of Section 2.4 and Section 8 should also
include a discussion of why loan approvals should be treated differently or similarly.

7

meaningless or creates an irreconcilable conflict between Section 2.4 and Section 8, that
definition must be rejected in favor of one that allows all provisions of the REPC to have
independent meaning. Cafe Rio, Inc. v. Larkin-Gifford-Overton, LLC, 2009 UT 6, % 33,
622 Utah Adv. Rep. 31 (stating that it is the rule of this Court not to ^interpret a general
contractual term such that it renders an explicit right meaningless").
Buyers appear to at least implicitly agree that, for purposes of Section 8 of the
RECP, an interpretation of the term "evaluations" which includes all appraisals would be
too broad. Thus, Buyers have chosen to limit their interpretation of the term evaluations
in Section 8 to include only appraisals procured by self-financing buyers. However,
Buyers fail to explain how the text of Section 8 led them to arrive at this very self-serving
interpretation of the term "evaluations." As noted above, Section 8 contains no limiting
language. In the absence of such limiting language, either all appraisals must be included
within the scope of Section 8 or none of them can. If all appraisals are deemed to be
included within the scope of Section 8, then one faces the challenging position of
explaining what independent purpose and meaning Section 2.4 has.6 Sellers' position is
much more intuitive and requires a much less strained reading of the REPC. Sellers
assert that Section 2.4 is intended to govern cancellation based on an unsatisfactory
appraisal and Section 8 is intended to govern cancellation based on the results of other
6

Section 2.4 requires Buyers to: (1) obtain a written notice from a lender that the
property appraised for less than the contract price, and (2) send a copy of that notice to
Sellers within three days after such notice is received by Buyers. (Add. 2) Query, why
would Buyers' ever comply with the technical requirements of Section 2.4, if they could
simply cancel under Section 8.2 of the REPC and forego the requirements imposed by
Section 2.4?

8

tests and evaluations. The Court should adopt Sellers' interpretation of the REPC,
because it is the only reasonable interpretation of the plain language of the REPC.
C.

Buyers Were Not Self-Financing Buyers.

As noted above, Buyers argue that Buyers were allowed to cancel the REPC
pursuant to Section 8, because Section 8 allegedly applies to appraisals procured by selffinancing buyers. (Brief of Appellee, pg. 15) The fatal flaw in Buyers' argument is that,
even if Section 8 is deemed to apply to appraisals procured by self-financing buyers,
Buyers were not capable of self-financing the contract price of $540,000.00. (R. at pg.
30) As a result, by Buyers' own admission, Buyers do not fall within the category of
persons who allegedly enjoy a cancellation right under Section 8 based on the results of
an appraisal.

III. THE TEXT OF SECTION 2.4 DOES NOT EXPRESS AN INTENT TO
ALLOW OTHER PROVISIONS OF THE REPC TO ALSO GOVERN
CANCELLATION BASED ON THE RESULTS OF AN APPRAISAL.
Buyers have argued that the following language from Section 2.4 of the REPC is
an acknowledgement that other sections of the REPC may also allow for cancellation
based on the results of an appraisal: "Cancellation pursuant to the provisions of any other
section of this contract shall be governed by such other provisions." (Brief of Appellee
pg. 19) Sellers interpret the same language much differently. Sellers interpret this
language to mean that Section 2.4 is not the only provision in the REPC that affords
Buyers a right to cancel, but Section 2.4 is the only Section that affords Buyers a right to

9

n

cancel the REPC based on the results of an appraisal.

Sellers believe that a review of

identical language contained in Section 2.3(b) of the REPC supports Sellers interpretation
of Section 2.4.
Like Section 2.4, Section 2.3(b) of the REPC (which deals with failure to obtain
loan approval) also contains the sentence: "Cancellation pursuant to the provisions of any
other section of this contract shall be governed by such other provisions." If Buyers'
interpretation of this language is adopted, then theoretically a Buyer who does not qualify
for a loan could cancel the REPC pursuant to Section 2.3(b) or Section 8.2. Certainly,
this can't be the case.
Just like Section 2.4, Section 2.3(b) requires Buyers to do certain things in order to
cancel the REPC based on a loan denial. Specifically, Section 2.3(b) requires that: (1)
Buyers receive a written notice from a lender that the lender has denied the loan Buyers
applied for, and (2) Buyers cancel the REPC by providing written notice to Sellers within
three calendar days after Buyers receive the loan denial. (Add. 2) Section 8.2 does not
impose the same time limitations and other requirements. (Add. 3) Under these
circumstances, why would a buyer ever subject itself to the rigors of cancellation
pursuant to Section 2.3(b)? The answer is that no reasonable buyer would. This means
that Section 2.3(b) has no independent meaning if it is interpreted consistent with Buyers'
interpretation of Section 2.4.

7

Section 2.3(b) and Section 8.2 and Section 8.4 of the REPC also grant Buyer a right to
cancel in certain circumstances.
10

This Court has previously said that when it interprets contracts the Court
"considers] each contract provision...in relation to all of the others, with a view toward
giving effect to all and ignoring none." Green River Canal Co. v. Thayn, 2003 UT 50, ^f
17, 84 P.3d 1134 (ellipses in original)(internal quotation marks omitted). In light of the
foregoing, this Court should adopt Sellers' interpretation of Section 2.4 (and 2.3(b)),
because only Sellers' interpretation allows Sections 2.3(b), 2.4 and 8.2 of the REPC to
each have independent meaning and effect.
IV,

ADDENDUM 3 WAS A WRITTEN NOTICE OF OBJECTIONS.
If the Court determines that appraisals are within the scope of Section 8, then the

outcome of this case hinges on the interpretation of Addendum 3 to the REPC. (Add. 9)
Throughout this litigation, Sellers have argued that Addendum 3 to the REPC was a
written notice of objections tendered pursuant to Section 8.2(b) of the REPC. In their
Brief, Buyers describe Addendum 3 to the REPC as an attempt to "renegotiate the
purchase price and avoid a cancellation." (Brief of Appellee pg. 23) With reference to
Addendum 3, Buyers go on to say that the REPC "did not prohibit other communications
prior to cancellation." (Brief of Appellee pg. 25) Finally, Buyers state that "[ajsking
whether Sellers were interested in renegotiating rather than suffer a cancellation was a
socially beneficial effort not prohibited by the contract." Id. Sellers agree with all of the
above-quoted statements. However, Sellers still believe that Addendum 3 was a written
notice of objections pursuant to Section 8.2(b) of the REPC.
Sellers have never contended that the REPC prohibits Buyers from seeking
renegotiation. There is clearly social value in allowing Buyers and Sellers to renegotiate
11

a deal if one party finds a deal term (in this case the purchase price) objectionable after
conducting its due diligence. In fact, Sections 8.2 and 8.4 of the REPC anticipate that
Buyers may want to renegotiate certain contract terms after they conduct their due
diligence and these sections provide a structure for such renegotiations.
Section 8.2 of the REPC allows a Buyer who is dissatisfied with one of the
evaluations and inspections described in Section 8 to either: (1) cancel the REPC
pursuant to Section 8.2(a) of the REPC, or (2) send Sellers a written notice of objections
pursuant to Section 8.2(b) of the REPC. (Add. 3) After a written notice of objections is
submitted to a Seller, Section 8.4 of the REPC requires that Buyers and Sellers "shall
have seven calendar days.. .in which to agree in writing upon the manner of resolving
Buyer's objections." Id. If Buyers' objection is not resolved at the end of the seven day
period, then Buyers have a three day window within which they may cancel the REPC.
Id.
After having an appraisal performed, Sellers found that they were dissatisfied with
a feature of the property (i.e. its price).8 Rather than choosing to immediately cancel the
REPC (which Buyers could have done pursuant to Section 8.2(a)), Buyers chose instead
to object to the purchase price and ask Sellers to lower the purchase price to $460,000.00.
(Add. 9) The act of objecting triggered the renegotiation process outlined in Section 8.4
of the REPC. Unfortunately, by cancelling the REPC through Addendum 4, Buyers

Buyers have incorrectly argued that an appraisal procured by a self-financing buyer
constitutes a form of evaluation under Section 8. (Brief of Appellee pgs. 13-15)

12

deprived Sellers of the right to a full seven days within which to consider and try and
resolve Buyers objection to the purchase price.
With regard to their premature cancellation of the REPC, Buyers have argued that:
(1) "there is no evidence that another four days would have made any difference'", (2)
"Sellers did not ask for more time", and (3) "Nor have [Sellers] claimed that they would
have lowered their price at ail, let alone to $460,000.00." (Brief of Appellee pg. 26)
Contrary to the insinuation in Buyers' statements, Sellers are not required to prove that
another four days would have made a difference or that Sellers would have eventually
agreed to lower the purchase price. There are a wide variety of ways that Buyers
objection to the purchase price could have been resolved had Sellers been given the full
seven days to consider the objection. Perhaps Sellers would have agreed to the lower
purchase price. Perhaps Buyers would have changed their mind and agreed to pay the
higher purchase price. Perhaps the parties would have negotiated a purchase price
somewhere between $460,000.00 and $540,000.00. The reality is that no one knows
what would have or could have happened if Buyers had not breached the REPC by
prematurely cancelling it.
In their Brief, Buyers try to draw a distinction between: (1) the act of objecting to
the purchase price of the property, and (2) the act of renegotiating the purchase price of
the property. Within the framework of Section 8 of the REPC, this distinction appears to
be a distinction without a difference. Regardless of how Buyers try to characterize their
actions, Addendum 3 was a clear and indisputable objection to the amount of the
purchase price. As such, Addendum 3 should be interpreted to be a written notice of
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objections tendered pursuant to Section 8.2(b).9 The REPC does not provide any other
possible characterization of the Addendum 3.
V.

SELLERS PERFORMANCE WAS COMPLETE AND UNCONDITIONAL.
In their Brief, Buyers argue that Sellers failed to tender a complete performance

of Sellers obligations under the REPC. Specifically, Buyers argue that Sellers'
disclosures (required by Section 7 of the REPC) were incomplete in some important
particulars and were not current because they were dated September 2007. (Add. 18)
These arguments fail as a matter of law.
A,

Buyers Are Deemed to Have Approved of the Content of Sellers1
Disclosures.

Section 8.2 of the REPC indicates that if Buyers were not satisfied with the
content of the Sellers" disclosures, then Buyers could have: (1) canceled the REPC, or (2)
submitted a written notice of objections to Sellers. (Add. 3) Buyers did neither of these
things based upon the content of the Sellers' disclosures.10 Section 8.3 of the REPC
dictates that if Buyers did not cancel the REPC or submit a written notice of objections to
Sellers based upon the content of the Sellers' disclosures prior to January 5, 2008, then
the content of Sellers' disclosures "shall be deemed approved by Buyer." Id. It is an
9

Contrary to Buyers' assertion, submitting a written notice of objections pursuant to
Section 8.2(b) does not "waive" Buyers' right to cancel The right to cancel is simply
postponed for seven days during which Sellers are allowed the opportunity to propose
and negotiate a solution to the objection.
10

Sellers allege that Buyers did submit a written notice of objections with regard to the
appraised value of the home, but through the course of this litigation neither party has
suggested that a written notice of objections or cancellation was submitted by Buyers
related to the content of the Sellers' disclosures.
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undisputed fact that Buyers did not cancel the REPC or submit a written notice of
objections to Sellers based upon the content of the Sellers' disclosures.11 Thus, pursuant
to the terms of Section 8.3 of the REPC, Buyers are deemed to have approved the content
of the Sellers' disclosures and Buyers should be estopped from raising the content of the
disclosures as a defense in the present litigation.
B.

Sellers Were Ready, Willing and Able to Sell Property to Buyers.

The most basic and material obligation of any seller of real estate is to be ready,
willing and able to sell the real estate to the buyer on the date specified in the parties'
agreement. In this case, Sellers have alleged that they ^performed all duties required of
them under the REPC." (R. 64) Sellers have further alleged that they "were ready to
fully perform on the closing date noted in the REPC." Id.

Other than asserting that

Sellers' disclosures were insufficient, Buyers have not alleged any other way in which
Sellers' failed to tender complete performance of the REPC. (R. 77) As noted above,
Buyers are deemed to have approved of Sellers' disclosures. Due to the lack of any other
alleged deficiency in Sellers performance, Sellers are entitled to judgment as a matter of
law.
VL

REGULATORY LIMITS ON AGENTS AUTHORITY OVERRIDE
CONFLCITING COMMON LAW AGENCY PRINCIPLES.
Buyers have alleged that Sellers' real estate broker waived the requirement for

Buyers to comply with Section 2.4 of the REPC, when the broker handwrote on the
11

Perhaps one of the reasons Buyers failed to object to the content of the Sellers'
disclosures is they would be obtaining a home warranty plan pursuant to Section 10.3 of
the REPC. (Add. 4) The home warranty plan would have protected Buyers against
certain risks associated with the condition of the property after closing.
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Earnest Money Deposit Release: "Broker signature not required per REPC. Money to be
released per appraisal contingency 2.4(E)." (Brief of Appellee pg. 29, Add. 17). Citing
principles of implied (and possibly apparent) agency authority, Buyers argue that Sellers'
real estate broker had the authority to act on Sellers' behalf and waive compliance with
Section 2.4 of the REPC. Id, Buyers' reasoning is flawed in three respects. First, Utah
law expressly limits a real estate broker's actual authority to execute documents on behalf
of Sellers without a written power of attorney. Second, the principles of implied agency
authority are not applicable, because Sellers' agent lacked actual authority to sign
documents on behalf of Sellers. Third, Buyers could not have reasonably relied on the
real estate brokers actions under the auspices of apparent authority. Based on the
foregoing, this Court can determine as a matter of law that Sellers' real estate broker
lacked actual, implied or apparent authority to waive Buyers' compliance with Section
2.4 of the REPC.
A.

Utah Law Expressly Limits a Real Estate Broker's Actual Authority to
Execute Documents Without a Power of Attorney,

Utah law does not allow a real estate broker/agent to bind or sign a document on
behalf of his/her client without a written power of attorney from their client. UTAH
ADMIN. CODE

R162-6-1-12 (2008). Utah law also dictates that: (1) a copy of the power

of attorney needs to be attached to any document signed by a broker/agent on behalf of a
client, and (2) the broker/agent needs to sign the document in the following format
"(Principal's Name) by (Licensee's Name), Attorney-in-Fact.". UTAH ADMIN. CODE
R162-6-1-12-1 (2008). It is an undisputed fact that there was not a power of attorney
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attached to Earnest Money Deposit Release document that is the basis for Buyers' waiver
argument. It is also undisputed that the Sellers' broker did not sign the document in a
manner that indicated he purported to act on behalf of or bind Sellers. (Add. 17) Finally,
Buyers have not disputed the fact that a power of attorney from Sellers to their real estate
broker does not exist.
In the absence of a power of attorney and compliance with the requirements of
UTAH ADMIN. CODE

R162-6-1-12-1 (2008), Utah law does not permit Sellers' real estate

broker to bind Seller. Stated differently, Utah law mandates that in light of the
undisputed facts of this case, Sellers' real estate broker lacked actual authority to bind
Sellers by signing the Earnest Money Deposit Release. In this transaction, Buyers were
represented by their own licensed real estate broker. Buyers' broker was, or should have
been, aware of the limitation on the authority of a broker to sign on a client's behalf
without a power of attorney. Under Utah law, a ''principal is imputed with an agent's
knowledge of matters within the scope of his or her authority..." Wardley Better Homes
and Gardens v. Cannon, 2002 UT 99, ^[16, 61 P.3d 1009 (internal quotations omitted).
Based on this principle, the knowledge of Buyers' real estate broker is imputed to Buyers.
Therefore, as a matter of law, Buyers were, or should have been, aware that Sellers" real
estate agent lacked the actual authority to sign the Earnest Money Deposit Release,
because a written power of attorney was not attached to the Earnest Money Deposit
Release and the broker's signature failed to comply with UTAH ADMIN. CODE R162-6-112-1 (2008).
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B,

In the Absence of Actual Authority, Implied Authority Does Not Exist

In Utah, "[ijmplied authority embraces authority to do those acts which are
incidental to, or are necessary, usual, and proper to accomplish or perform, the main
authority expressly delegated to the agent." Bodell Const. Co. v. Stewart Title Guar.
Co., 945 P.2d 119, 124 (Utah App. 1997)(internal ellipses omitted). Stated differently,
"|"i]mplied authority is grounded on actual authority and consists of those incidental
powers which are reasonably necessary and proper to effectuate the expressly conferred
authority, and which are not known to be prohibited." Mark Century Corp. v. Tiger
Broadcasting Co., 509 S.W.2d 737, 738 (Mo. App. 1974). Thus, in the absence of actual
authority, there can be no implied authority. Id. at 739. For the reasons stated above,
Sellers' real estate broker did not have actual authority to sign any documents on Sellers'
behalf. Therefore, in the absence of actual authority, Sellers' real estate broker did not
have had any implied authority to sign the Earnest Money Deposit Receipt.
C.

Buyers Could Not Reasonably Rely on the Apparent Authority of
Sellers' Real Estate Broker.

It has been said that "[t]he doctrine of apparent authority may not be invoked by
one who knows or has good reason to know the limits and extent of an agent's authority."
3 AM. JUR. 2D Agency § 78 (2002). In Utah, "[a] finding of apparent authority requires
that the acts or conduct of the principal... creates an appearance which causes a third
party.. .to reasonably believe that a second party.. .has authority to act on the principal's
behalf." Diston v. EnviroPak Medical Products, Inc., 893 P.2d 1071, 1076 (Utah App.
1995)(emphasis added). For the two reasons explained below, Buyers may not now
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claim that they were entitled to rely on the apparent authority of the Sellers' real estate
broker to waive compliance with Section 2.4 of the REPC.
First, nothing in Sellers' conduct through the course of this transaction should
have led Buyers to believe that Sellers' broker could sign on Sellers' behalf. Sellers'
broker had never executed any previous documents on Sellers' behalf or performed any
other act that would have led a reasonable person to believe the broker was authorized to
bind Sellers' or sign a document on their behalf. It is telling that Buyers do not even
allege a factual basis giving them reason to believe Sellers' broker was authorized to bind
Sellers' or sign a document on their behalf
Second, as noted above, Buyers were or should have been aware of the
requirements of UTAH ADMIN. CODE R162-6-1-12 (2008) and UTAH ADMIN. CODE R1626-1-12-1 (2008) through knowledge imputed to them from their own real estate broker. It
is not reasonable for a person with knowledge of the requirements of UTAH ADMIN.
CODE

R162-6-1-12 (2008) and UTAH ADMIN. CODE Rl62-6-1-12-1 (2008) to rely on the

handwritten statements of Sellers' broker when the handwritten statement does not
comply with any of the required prerequisites for it to be valid.
Based on the foregoing, this Court should conclude that, as a matter of law,
Sellers * real estate broker did not have actual, implied or apparent authority to waive the
requirements of Section 2.4 by making a handwritten comment on the Earnest Money
Deposit Release.
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VII.

SELLERS ARE ENTITLED TO AN AWARD OF ATTORNEYS' FEES
AND COSTS IF THIS APPEAL IS SUCCESSFUL,
Buyers have alleged that this Court should not award Sellers attorneys' fees and

costs if this action is remanded to the trial court for a determination of the remedy Sellers
are entitled to. (Brief of Appellee pg. 30) This interpretation of Rule 34 of the Utah
Rules of Appellate Procedure and UTAH CODE ANN. § 78B-5-826 is incorrect. If Sellers
prevail on this appeal and the Court agrees with Sellers' interpretation of the REPC, then
Sellers are entitled to an award of attorneys' fees and costs.
A,

Rule 34 of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure Entitles Sellers to
Recover Their Costs if Appeal is Successful,

Rule 34 of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure dictates that if the judgment of
the trial court denying Sellers' Motion for Summary Judgment is reversed, "costs shall be
taxed against [Buyers] unless otherwise ordered..." Rule 34 also provides that if the trial
court's judgment is reversed in part or vacated, "costs shall be allowed as ordered by the
court." This very clear rule grants the Court authority to award the costs Sellers have
requested if the trial court's denial of Sellers' Motion for Summary Judgment is reversed
or vacated in whole or in part.
B.

Utah Code Ann. § 78B-5-826 Allows This Court to Award Attorneys'
Fees to Sellers.

UTAH CODE ANN.

§ 78B-5-826 and Section 17 of the REPC allow Sellers to

recover attorneys' fees if Sellers prevail in this litigation. If this Court agrees with
Sellers' interpretation of the REPC and reverses the trial court's denial of Sellers' Motion
for Summary Judgment, Sellers' will have prevailed in the present appeal. For all intents
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and purposes, Sellers will have also prevailed in the litigation as a whole, having proved
that Buyers breached the REPC. For these reasons, this Court should award Sellers' their
attorneys fees associated with this appeal.
C.

Sellers are Entitled to Either Specific Performance and All Additional
Relief the Court Deems Proper.

In their Amended Complaint, Sellers have asked for an order "requiring Buyers to
specifically perform the contract.. ." l2 (R. 62) Sellers have also asked that for an award
of"any and all additional relief as the Court deems proper." Id. Rule 8(a) of the Utah
Rules of Civil Procedure allows this form of pleading for "alternative and several
different types" of relief. In Utah, it is the rule that "where the prayer is for both specific
and general relief, such as for an injunction and any further or other relief which the court
shall deem appropriate in the premises, having once acquired jurisdiction of the parties
and the subject matter, the court will retain that jurisdiction until full justice has been
achieved between the parties..." Valley Mortuary v. Fairbanks, 225 P.2d 739, 748 (Utah
1950). It has also been said that:
Under a prayer for general relief, the court may grant any relief to which
complainant is entitled under the pleadings and proof. As a general rule,
under codes, practice acts, and other statutes relating to practice, plaintiff
12

Buyers were served with the original Complaint on March 17, 2008. (R. 29-34) The
original Complaint contained a request for "general, consequential, special or punitive
damages..." (R. 16) Buyers' answer was originally due on or about April 16, 2008.
Sellers' counsel at the time granted Buyers an extension until May 2, 2008 to answer the
original Complaint. An answer to the original Complaint was never filed. On or about
May 22, 2008, Sellers filed the Amended Complaint which includes a request for specific
performance and "any and all additional relief as the Court deems proper." (R. 62, 68) At
the time, Sellers believed the Amended Complaint requesting specific performance was
necessary to compel a response by Buyers.
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may and should ask for general relief. Such a prayer is as broad as the
pleadings and the power of the court, and under it the court may grant any
relief to which complainant is entitled on the allegations of the complaint
and the proofs introduced at the trial. 71 C.J.S. Pleading § 112
(2000)(internal footnotes omitted)
The trial court never reached the issue of what relief Sellers are entitled to,
because the trial court denied Sellers' Motion for Summary Judgment on other grounds.
(R. 241 at 43) However, if this Court agrees with Sellers' interpretation of the REPC,
Sellers should be granted an order of specific performance. While specific performance
is an equitable remedy, in the present case it more closely resembles a legal remedy.
Section 16 of the REPC grants Seller the express right to "sue Buyer to specifically
enforce [the REPC] or pursue other remedies available at law." Rather than asking the
Court to use its equitable powers to craft a remedy, Sellers are merely asking the Court to
enforce the parties' contract as written. In addition to specific performance and attorneys
fees, Sellers have also requested f,all appropriate relief which Sellers believe should
include maintenance costs for the property since January 10, 2008. If the Buyers had
purchased the home per the terms of the REPC, Buyers would have paid the maintenance
costs for the property since January 10, 2008.
It is important to remember that Buyers chose the form of contract. Buyers chose
to offer Sellers the right to request specific performance. The right to obtain specific
performance, among others, was relied on by Sellers in entering into the REPC. The
right to obtain specific performance is a powerful right which encourages parties to

13

The trial court noted that the remedy of specific performance "could still be granted at
trial." (R. 241 at 43)
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adhere to their contractual obligations. Specific performance will always have difficult
consequences for the party it is ordered against. However, the potential difficulty for the
breaching party does not justify the rewriting of the REPC to remove it from the list of
expressly provided for remedies. Thus, if this Court determines that Buyers breached
their obligations under the REPC, specific performance of Buyers' obligations should be
ordered.
If the Court refuses to order specific performance in this case, that does not mean
that Sellers cannot obtain relief and have not prevailed. As noted above, Sellers have
included a general prayer in their Amended Complaint requesting uany and all additional
relief as the Court deems proper.^ (R. 62) If specific performance is unavailable in this
case, then granting other relief such as monetary damages for Buyers' breach are
certainly appropriate and within the Court's power to award.14
Thus, if the Court refuses to award specific performance, then the Court should
nonetheless award attorneys' fees to Sellers if the Court otherwise agrees with Sellers'
interpretation of the REPC.
CONCLUSION
Sellers request that this Court reverse the trial court's denial of Sellers' Motion
for Summary Judgment and grant the relief previously requested by Sellers' in their
initial Brief submitted in connection with this appeal.
Monetary damages may include: (1) the difference between $540,000.00 and the
current fair market value of the property, (2) the maintenance costs of the property since
January 10, 2008 (i.e. the date closing was to occur per the REPC), (3) interest, insurance
and other costs associated with ownership of the property since January 10, 2008, and (4)
other relief the Court deems just and proper.
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DATED this _7^ day of May, 2009.
RINEHART FETZER SIMONSEN &
BOOTH, P.C.

(1
Ja$n K. Nelsen
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Appellants
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REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT
feSw*

Thii is atlee»>y.b)nif1fi0 contract Uadi iiw ro^ulm roil estate ilatfifio** to u u thta form- Buy«r and Salter,
h o * t w , imy eflPMtoalter or 4tkri*fcvPTOVW<HI» or to usa a dlfhnmt Htm*tfyou dmin Joga! or tax 44vtc»,
fittnMiH your attorney or tax odi/Uor.

EARNEST MONEY RECEIPT
Bui/ar ffohin flnd Jpdlth R s ^ g e offers to purchase the Property described below and hereby delivers to the
Brokerage, as Earnest Money, the amount of $3QQLQQtothe font of Penmnal Check which, upon Acceptance of this
offer by aR parties (as defined In Section 23), shall be deposited In accordance wfth state law.
Received by; _

_ on

Brokerage: BQM&LMaSteKt

.(Date)

Phone Number. &01-453-1166
OFFER TO PURCHASE

1. PROPERTY: 7 4 2 VERONA MEADOWS C T Murray. Salt Lakfe County. UT B4107 also described ee:
Clry of M u m y County of Salt Laka State of Utah. ZIP 84107 (the "Property*).
1.1 Included Kami. Unless excluded herein. Ibis sale Includes the following Hams If presently owned and attached to
the Property: plumbing heating, air conditioning fixtures and equipment celling fans; water heater; bulIMn appliances;
light fbctures end bulbs; bathroom fixtures; curtains, draperies and rods; window and door screens; storm doors and
windows; window blinds;awnings; Installed television antenna; aateilfte dishes and system; permanently affixed carpets;
automattc garage door opener *m4 accompanying; transmitter^};fencing;and trees and shrubs. The following Kerns shall
also be included In thfs safe and conveyed undar separate Bill of Sale with warranties es to title: Alfifrp Qvsfom.

Microwave, Range, Refrigerator
1*2 Excluded Items, Tfie following Items are excluded from this sale: « _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _

,

—

1.3 Wator Big Ma. The loHowtap water rights era included in lhte ante!

2. PURCHASE PRICE The purchaea prioB for the Property ts &54QOQO.O0
2.1 Method of Payment The purchase price will be paid as follows:
$3000.00 (a) Earnest Money Deposit Under certsln conditions described in this Contract, THIS
DEPOSIT WAY BECOME TOTALLY NONh-RfiFUNDABLE.
Slftfl.QQO.pQ (b) New Loan. Buyer agrees 1o spply for a new loan as provided m Section 2.3. Buyer will apply iur
one or more of the fallowing loans: [X] CONVENTIONAL [ \ FHA [ ] VA
[ J OTHER (specify)
tf an FHA/VA loan applies, see attached FHAA/A Loan Addendum.
If the loan la to include any particular terms, then check below end give details:
t ] SPECIFIC LOAN TERMS
'
(o) Loan Assumption Addendum (see attached Assumption Addendum, If applicable)
(d) Seller Financing (see attached Seller Financing Addendum* if applicable)
( e ) O t W (speaify).
S4Q70QQ.Q0 (f) Balance of Purchase Price in Cash at Settlement
S$40.OO0.OD PURCHASE PRICE. Total of linns (a) through (f)
2.2 Financing Condition- (check appHcablo box)
(•) PQ Buyer's obligation to purchase the Property IS conditioned upon Buyer qualifying for the applicable iioan(s)
referenced In Section 2.1(b) or (cXthe •Loan"). This condition Is referred to as the •Financing Condition.*
(b) [ ] Buyer's obligation to purchase the Property IS WOT conditioned upon Buyer qualifying for a loan. Sadtion 2.3
does not apply.

Poaeloffi

sAe* m ^ y 0 ^ , D»* UJIS/OT^ BOW. into*

<T*~*«»

' */(?/* 7
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2-3 Application for Loan.
(a) Buyer** duties. No later than the Loan Application & Fee Deadline referenced In Section 24(a), Buyer shall apply
for the tjoan. "Loan Application' occurs only when Buyer has: (I) completed, signed, and delivered to the lender (the
"Lender*) the Initial loan application and documentation required by the Lender, and (il) paid all loan application fees as
required by the Lender, Buyer agreea to difigontty work to obtain the Loan. Buyer will promptly provide the Lender with
any additional documentation ea required by the Lender.
(b) Procedure If Loan Application is denied. If Buyer receives written notice from the Lender that the Lender does
not approve the Loan (a 'Notice of Loan Denial"), Buyer shall, no later than three calendar days thereafter, provide a copy
to Seller. Buyer or Seller may, within three calendar days after Seller^ receipt of such notice, cancel this Contract by
providing written notice 10 the other party, in the event of a cancellation under this Section 2.3(b): (I) IF the Notice of Loan
Denial was received by Buyer no later than the Loan Denial Deadline referenced in Section 24(d). the Earnest Money
Deposit shall be returned to Buyer; (I)) If the Notice of Loan Denial was received by Buyer after that date, the Earnest
Money Deposit shall be released to Seller, and Seller agrees to accept as Seller's exclusive remedy the Earnest Money
Deposit as liquidated damages, A failure to cancel es provided In tnU Section 2.3(b) shall have no effect on the Financing
Condition set forth In Section 2.2(a). Canceitatton pursuant to the provisions of any other section of this Contract shall be
governed by such other provisions*
2.4 Appraisal Condition. Buyer's obligation to purchase the Property [X] IS [ J IS NOT conditioned upon the
Property appraising, for not lees than the Purchase Price. This condition is referred to a s the "Appraisal Condition*, If the
Appraisal Condition applied and the Buyer receives written noticefromthe Lender that the Property has appraised for teas
than the Purchase Price (a "Notice of Appraised Value"1). Buyer may cancel this Contract by providing a copy of such
written notice to SaUer no later than three days after Buyer's receipt of such written notice, in the ex^nt of a cancellation
under this 8ection 2 A: (i) If the Notice of Appraised Value was received by Buyer no later than the Appraisal Deadline
referenced In Section 24(e), the Earnest Money Deposit shall be relumed to Buyer; (II) If the Notice of Appraised Value
was received by Buyer after that date, the Earnest Money Deposit shall be released to Seller, and Seller agrees to accept
as Salter's exclusive remedy, the Earnest Money Deposit as liquidated damages. A failure to cancel as provided in this
Section 2.4 shall be deemed a waiver of the Appraisal Condition by Buyer, Cancellation pursuant to the provisions of any
other section of this Contract shall be governed by such other provisions.
3. SETTLEMENT AND CLOSING. Settlement aha! take place on the Settlement Deadline referenced in Section 24(f), or
on a date upon which Buyer and Seller agree In writing. *Settenenf shall occur only when a& of the following have been
completed: fa) Buyer and Seller have signed end delivered to each other or to the escrow/closing office all document*
required ^ tfifa Contract, t>y the Lender, by written escrow Instructions or by applicable lew: (b) any monies required to be
paid by Buyer under these documents (except for the proceeds of any new loan) have been delivered by Buyer to Seller
or to the eacrow/ofoslng office ki the form of coltaoted or cleared funds; and (c) any monies required to be paid by Seller
under these documents have been delivered by Seller to Buyer or to the escrow/dosing office In the form of collected or
oieared funds. 8el!eir and Buyar shall each pay one-half (H) of the fee charged by the escrow/closing office for its
cervices In the settlement/closing process. Taxes and assessments for the current year, rents, and interest on assumed
obligations shall be prorated at Settlement as est forth in this Section. Tenant deposits (including, but not limited to,
security deposits, cleaning deposits and prepeid rents) shall be paid or credited by Seller to Buyer at Settlement.
Prorations sat forth in this Section shall be made as of the Settlement Deadline date referenced in SocUon 24(f), unless
otherwise agreed to In writing by the parties. Such writing could Include the settlement statement. The transaction will bn
considered dosed whan Settlement has bean completed, and when aJI of the following have been completed: (I) (he
proceeds of any new loan have been deMvered by the Lender to Seller or to the escrow/dosing offioe; and (il) the
applicable Closing documents have been recorded fn the office of the county recorder. The actions desert bed in parts (i)
and (U) of the preceding sentence shall be completed within four calendar days of Settlement.
4. POSSESSION. Sailer shall deliver physical possession to Buyer wtthin: J \
closing; pf[ Omar (apedfy) RfiQQTCltnfl

hours [ ]

days after

& CONFIRMATION OF AGENCY DISCLOSURE. At toe signing of this Contract:
(
] SaJlar-a Initials l ^ J ^ w e V * •««••• fy^/

-fib/

The Listing Agent. Danna SKflrtft r*pm^nfg p q Sailor [ ] Buyer [ ] both Buyarand Seller
ns a Limited Ayant;
The Listing Broker. OoldWOll B a n t e r Residential. BrpteraQfi-Satt l a k e , represents PC] Salter f ) Buyer
f ] both Buyor and Stttw
as a Limited Agent;
The Selling Agent jpdl Hansen, represents I ] Sailor [X] Buyer [ ] both Buyer and Seller
as a Limited Agant;
ThflgttiUfiftflmittir^ Rf-frdAX Masters rarfflfigflrttft { ] Softer [X] Buyer [ ] both Buyer and Seller
Pane 2 of 6 oaaea

SOOWA India!
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as a Limited Agent;
6. TITLE INSURANCE. At Settlement, Selier agrees to pay for e standard-coverage owner's policy of title insurance
insuring Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price. Any additional title insurance coverage shali be at Buyer"* expense.
7. SBJJEft DISCLOSURES. No later than tie Seller Disclosure Deadtfne referenced (n Section 24(b), Seller shall provide
to Buyer the following documents which arc* collectively referred to as the "Seller Disclosures":
(a) a Selier property condition disclosure farthe Property, signed and dated by Softer;
(b) a cornmftment for the policy offflieinsurance:
(c) a copy of any leases affecting the Property not expiring prior to Closing',
(d) written notice of any claims and/or conditions known to Seller relating to environmental problems and building or
zoning code violations; and
(e) Other (apecHy)
,
._
8. BUYER'S RIGHT TO CANCEL BASED ON EVALUATIONS AND INSPECTIONS. Buyer's obligation to purchase
under this Contract {check applicable boxes):
(a) PQ IS [ J IS NOT ccmdlBoned upon Buyer's approve! of the content of alt the Seller Disclosures referenced in
Section?;
(b) [XJ IS I J 13 NOT conditioned upon Buyer's approval of a physical condition inspection of the Property;
(c) I J IS PQ IS NOT conditioned upon Buyer's approval of a survey of the Property by a licensed surveyor ("Survey);
(d) [X] IS n B NOT conditioned upon Buyer's approval of the cost, terms and availability of homeowner's insurance
coverage for the Property;
(a) p t j IS [ I IS NOT condftJoned upon Buyerti approval of the following testa and evaluations of the Property:
r&oecifv^
Aqy other deemed necessary by buyers
If any of the above Kama are checked hi the affirmative, then Sections 8,1, 8.2, 8.2 and 5.4 apply; otherwise, they do not
apply. The Hams checked in the affirmative above are collectively referred to as the "Evaluations & Inspections." Unless
otherwise provided in this Contract the Evaluations & Inspections shall be paid for by Buyer and shall be conducted by
Individuals or entitles of Buyer's choice. Sailer agrees to cooperate with the Evaluations & inspections and with the
walk-through inspection under Section 11.
8.1 Evaluations & Inspections Deadline. Mo later than the Evaluations & Inspections Deadline referenced in Section
24(e) Buyer shall: (a) complete ail Evaluations & Inspections; end (b) determine If the Evaluations & inspections are
acceptable to Buyer,
8.2 Riflht to Cancel or Object If Buyer determines that the Evaluations & Inspections are unacceptable, Buyer may,
no later than the Evaluations & Inspections Deadline, efthen (a) cancel this Contracthy providing written notice to Sailer,
whereupon the Earnest Money Deposit shall be released to Buyer; or (b) provide Seller with written notice of objections.
8.3 Failure to Respond. If by the expiration of the Evaluations & inspections Dead fin*, Buyer does not (a) cancel this
Contract as provided In Section 8.2; or (b) deliver a written objection to Selier regarding the Evaiuations & inspections, tie
Evaluations & inspections shall be deemed approved by Buyer.
6A Response by Seller, If Buyer provides written objections to Seller, Buyer and Selier shad have seven calendar
days after Sailer's receipt of Buyer's objections (the 'Response Period") In which to agree in. writing upon the manner of
resolving Buyer's objections. Except as provided In Section 10.2, Salter may, but shall not be required to, resolve Buyer's
objections. If Buyer and Seller have not agreed In writing upon the manner of resolving Buyer's objections. Buyer may
cancel this Contract by providing written notice to Seller no later than three calendar days after expiration of the Response
Period: whereupon the Earnest Money Deposit shall be released to Buyer. If this Contract Is not canceled by Buyer under
lhte Section BA, Buyers objections shaft be deemed waived by Buyer. This waiver shall not affect those Items warranted
in Section 10.
B. ADDITIONAL TERMS. There [XJ ARE [ J ARE NOT addenda to this Contract containing additional terms. If there
are, the term* of the following addenda am incorporated into this Contract by this reference: [X] Addendum No. 1
I ] Seller Financing Addendum I } FHA/VA Loan Addendum [ J Assumption Addendum [ ] Lead-Based Paint
Disclosure & Acknowledgement (In some transactions this disclosure Is required by law) [ ] LoadHBasocI Paint
Adthn^um On soma transactions this addendum Is required by law) [ ] Other [specify):
10. SELLER WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS.
10.1 Condition of Title. Seller represents that Seller has fee tiUe to the Property and will convey good and marketable
tide to Buyer at Closing by general warranty deed. Buyer agrees, however, to accept titte to the Property subject to the
following matters of record: easements, daed restrictions, CC&R1* (meaning covenants, conditions and restriction***), and
rights-of-way; and subject to the contents of 1h* Commltmant for Title Insurance as agreed to by Buyer under Section 8.
Pao*3of6Q&as«
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Buyer also agrees to take the Property subject to existing leases effecting the Property and not expiring prior to Closing.
Buyer agrees to be responsible for taxes, assessments, homeowners sssocTatiorr dues, Utilities* and other services
provided to the Property after Closing* Except for any loan(e) apadftealfy assumed by Buyer under Section 2.1 (c). Seller
win cause to be paid off by Closing ail mortgages, trust deeds. Judgments, mechanic* liens, tax liens and warrants. Seller
wftt cauae to bo paid current by Closing all aaaeasmsrifa and homeovmersassoolallon dues.
10.2 Condition of Property. Seller warrants that the Property wilt be In the following condition OM THE DATE
SELLER DELIVER* PHYSICAL POSSESSION TO BUYER:
(a) the Property shall be broom-clean and iree of debris and personal belongings. Any Seller or tenant
moving-related damage to the Property shall be repaired at Seder's expanse;
(b) the heating, cooflng, electrical, plumbing and sprlnWer systems and fixtures, and the appliances and fireplaces will
be In working order and fit for their Intended purposes:
(o) the roof and foundation shall be free of leaks known to Seller;
W) eny private well or septic tank serving the Property shall have applicable permits, and ahall be In working order and
fit for its intended purpose; and
(e) the Property and improvements. Including the landscaping, will be in the same general condition as they were on
the date of Acceptance.
10.3 Home Warranty Plan. The "Home Warranty plan* referenced (n this Section 10.3 Is separate from the
warranties provided by Seller under Sections 10.1 and 10,2 above. (Check applicable boxes);
A one-year Home Warranty Plan [X] WILL \ J WILL NOT be Included In this transaction. If included, the Home
Warranty Plan shall be ordered by [X] Buyer [ ] Sailer and shall be Issued by a company selected by [X] Buy or
[ J Seller. The cost of the Home Warranty Plan shall not exceed $ 4 5 0 , 0 0 and shall be paid for at Settlement by
[ J Buyer 0Q Seller.
11. WALK-THROUGH INSPECTION. Before Settlement, Buyer may, upon reasonable notice and at a reasonable time,
conduct a "walk-through" Inspection of the Property to determine only that the Property Is *as represented," meaning that
the Items referenced In Sections 1.1, $A end 10-2 ("the Items9) are respectively present repaired/changed a s agreed, and
In the warranted condition* If the Items am nor as represented* Seller will, prior to Settlement, replace, correct or repair the
itama or, with the consent of Buyer (and Lender if applicable), escrow an amount at Settlement to provide for the same.
The failure to conduct a walk-through inspection, or to claim that an Ham la not as represented, shali not constitute a
waiver by Buyer of the right to receive, on the data of possession, the Items as represented.
12. CHANGES DURING TRANSACTION. Seller agrees that from the date of Acceptance until the data of Closing, none
of tha following shall occurwtthout the prfor written consent of Buyen (a) no changes in any existing leases shall be made;
(b) no new leases shaQ be entered into; (c) no substantial alterations or Improvements to the Property shaH be made or
undertaken; and (d) no furtherfinancialencumbrances to the Property shaff be made.
13. AUTHORRY OF SIGNERS. If Buyer or Seller Is a corporation, partnership, trust, estate, limited liability company, or
other entity, the person executing this Contract on its behalf warrants his or her authority to do so and to bind Buyer and
Seller.
14. COMPLETE CONTRACT. This Contract together with Its addenda f any attached exhibits, and Seller Disclosures.
constitutes the entire Contract between the parties and supersedes and replaces any end all prior negotiations,
repreaentatJona, warranties, understandings or contracts between the partes, mis Contract cannot be changed except by
written agreement of the parties.
15. DISPUTE RESOLUTION. The parties agree that any dispute, arising prior to or alter Closing, related to this Contract
(cheek applicable box)
[ ] SHALL
PQ MAY AT THE OP1TON OF THE PARTIES
first be submitted to mediation, tf tha parties agree to mediation, the dispute shall be submitted to msdlation through a
mediation provider mutually agreed upon by the parties. Each party agrees to bear its own costs of mediation, if mediation
fans, the other procedures and remedies avaBable tinder this Contract shati apply. Nothing In this Section 15 shall prohibit
any party from seeking emergency equitable relief pending mediation.
16. DEFAULT. If Buyer defaults, Setter may elect either to retain the Earnest Money Deposit as liquidated damages, or to
return It and sue Buyer to specifically enforce this Contract or pursue other remedies available at law. If Softer defaults, in
addition toratumof the Earnest Money Deposit Buyer may elect either to accept from Seller a sum equal to the Earnest
Money Deposit as BqqWated damages, or may sue Seller to specifically enforce this Contract or pursue other remedies
avaftabte at law. If Buyer elects to accept liquidated damages, Seller agrees to pay the liquidated damages to Buyer upon
demand. It Is agreed that denial of a Loan Application made by the Buyer Is not a default and is governed by Section
Z3(b).

•
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17. ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS. In the event of UKganon or binding arbitration to enforce this Contract, the prevailing
party she0, be antlUad to coats and reasonable attorney fee*. However, attorney fees shall not be awarded for participation
in mediation under Section 15.
18. NOTICES. Except aa provided In 8ectkxi 23. all noticesrequiredunder this Contract must be; (a) in wrttfng: (b) signed
by the party giving notice; and (c) received by the other party or the other party's agent no later than the applicable date
referenced in this Contract
10. ABROGATION. Except for the proviiions of 8ectians 10.1,10.2,15 and 17 and express warranties made in this
Contract, the provisions of this Contract shall not apply after Closing.
20. RISK OF LOSS. Al) risk of loss to the Property, including physical damage or destruction to tha Property or Its
Improvements due to any cause except ordinary wear and tear and loss caused by a taking In eminent domain, «hall be
borne by Seller until ttre transaction fs dosed.
21. TIME Id OF THE ESSENCE, Time is of the essence regarding ih& dates sat fond In this Contract Extensions mutit be
agreed to In writing by ail partes. Unless otherwise explicitly staled in this Contract: (a) performance under each Section
ofthis Contract which references a data shall absolutely bo required by 5:00 PM Mountain Time on the stated Cats; and
lb) the term "days* shall mean calendar days and shall be counted beginning on the day fallowing the event which irigge/s
(he timing requirement (i.e., Acceptance, Notice of Loan Denial, etc.), Performance dates and times referenced herein
shall not be binding upon tWe companies, lenders, appraisers and others not parties to this Contract except as otherwise
agreed to In writing by such non-party,
22. FAX TRANSMISSION AND COUNTERPARTS. Facsimile (fax) transmission of a signed copy of this Contract, any
addenda and counteroffers, and the retransmission of any signed fax shall be the earns as delivery of an original. This
Contract and any addenda and counteroffers may be executed in counterparts.
23. ACCEPTANCE. •Acceptance- occurs when Seller or Buyer, responding to an offer or counteroffer of the other, (a)
signs the offer or counteroffer where noted to Indicate acceptance; and (b) communicates to the other party or to this other
part/a agent that the offer or counteroffer has been signed as required.
24 CONTRACT DEADLINES. Buyat and Seller agree that the following deadlines shall apply to this Contract
(a) Loan Application & Fee Deadtine

p<ttMmibar21. 2007 (Data)

(b) Seller Disclosure Deadline

Denembftr 27 2QD7 (Dale)

(c) Evaluation* & Inspections Deadline

January 5. 200fl (Date)

(d) Loan Denial Deadline

January 5. 2008 (Date)

(a) Anpniaal Deadline

January 5. 2008 (Date)

(f) Segment Deadline

January 10. POOR (Date)

25, OFFER AND TIME FOR ACCEPTANCE, Buyer offers to purchase the Property on the above terms and conditions, If
Seller does not accept this offer by: &Q0 I J All p(] PM Mountain Time on December 1fl. ?QQ7 (Date), this offer
shall lapse; and the Brokerage shall returnffiftEarnest Money Deposit to Buyer.
(Suyet*s Slgnatupe)
(Offer Date)
f l y e r s Signature)
(Offer Date)
The later af the above Offer Darts* shall iia referred to as the "Offer Reference Date"

Robin nod Judith Rftflfift
. * (Notice Address)
(Buyers' Names) (PLEASE PRINT)

(Zip Code)

(Phone)

^
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ACCePTANCe/COUNTEROFi=ER/REJ6CTiON
CHECK ONE:
I ] ACCEPTANCE OF OPFER TO PURCHASE; Sellar Accepts the foregoing offer on tha terms and conditions specified
above,
[ C O U N T E R O F F E R ; Seller presents for Buyer's Acceptance tiie terms of Buyer's offer subject to trie exceptions or
modifications as specified In Jtha attached ADDENDUM NO.
£>
,

c

-iSeJiar,e Signature)

(Date)

Margaret Glenn

(Time)

(Seilere Signature)

(Data)

pima)

-^..-.^ „ .-•. .

S a t o ' GlfflMi
(5eTIan?Narnes) (PLEASE PRINT)

10518 165th y^ ^Er
{Notice Address)

Redmnnr1 r WA QP.f)g?
/ ^ M
(Zip Code) (Phone)

P*i-q^Q7

t J REJECTION: Seller rejects theforegoingoffer.

(Sellefs Signature)

(De*e)

(Time)

{Sellers Signature)

(Date)

(Ume)

DOCUMENT RECEIPT
State taw requires Broker to furnish Buyer and Seller wtth copies of this Contract bearing all signatures. (RU in applicable
section below.)
A. I acknowledge receipt of a final copy of the foregoing Contract bearing all denatures:
(Buyers Signature)

(Date)

(Buyer's Signature)

(Date)

(Setter1* Signature)

(Dete)

(Seller's Signature)

(Date)

ajperdonaSy caused a final copy of the foregoing Contract bearing ail signatures to bo [ I faxed { ] malted [ ] hand
delivered on
,
(Date), postage prepaid, to ihe [ ] Seller [ J Buyer.
Sent/Delivered by (specify) _

_

,

,,

TWfi FORM APPROVfiD By THE UTAH REAL ESTATE COMMISSION AND TH6 OFFICE OF THE UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL,
BFFEC7WCAU0UST 5,2003. rr REPLACES AND SUPERSEDES ALL PREVIOUSLY APPROVED VERSIONS OF THIS FORM.
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ADDENDUM NO. 1
TO
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT

THIS 18 AN p q ADDENDUM [ ] COUNTEROFFER to that REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT (truTREPC-) with
an Offer Reference Date of December 18. 2007 including an prior addenda and counteroffers, between Robin &n6
Juoift Recsft as Buyer, and
«,
as Soter, regarding lha Property located
at 7 4 2 VPRQMA M P f t Q Q W f i CT. Murray. Salt Laka County. U T 8 4 1 0 7 Tha following terms are hereby
Incorporated as part of the REPC:
1, SUBJECT TO SALE OF BUYER'S RESIDENCE
1.1 Subject to Sale of BuyeVe Residence. Buyer's obligation TO purchase the Property Is conditioned upon the
dosing of tha sale of Buyer's residence located at 5S86 Danflrtes Cfr. SattLwIcR ftttv U T M 1 9 1 (the •Resldenc**)
by 5:00 pjrt, (MST) on lha 10th day of January. pOfta (the -Rastaenoe Cioslno Deadrme^.
1 £ Status. Buyar JXJ DOES [ ] DOES NOT have a signed contract for tha sale of tha Residence. Hie Residence
PQ IS I J IS NOT presently lieted for aaJo through (provide nama/addraas^phono of mat estate brokerage): RE/MAX
M a ^ a m / 7Q7Q South 2 a n 0 East. / B D 1 - 4 6 3 - 1 1 6 6 if ma Residence la not now Hated, rt will be so Sated on or
before tha _ _ _ _ _ day of
. Buyar vtftl dtftgentty puraua tha dosing
f
of tha aala of tha Raafdanoo.
O Rlflht to Cancel. If tha cafe of lha Residence is not closed by tha Residence Closing Deadline, Buyer or Sailer
may, \Mthin three calendar days after tha Residence Closing Deadline, cancel tha REPC by providing written noifca to the
other party, in tha event of such cancellation, the Earnest Money Deposit shall be released to Buyor. Buyar may however,
remove this condition at any time prior to the Residence Closing Deadline by providing written notice to Setter.
1 Salter agrtfefisto nav/ un fc S4000.nn towards buyers clnslnn cost,
BUYER AND SQ.LER AGREE THAT THE COKTRACT DEADLINES REFERENCED W SECTION 24 OP THE REPC
(CHECK APPLICABLE BOX): [X] RfiWAIN UNCHANGED J ] ARE CHANGED AS FOLLOWS:
To the extant the terms of this ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any provisions of the REPC, mdodlno, as prior addenda
and counteroffers, thesetermsshall control Alt other terms of the REPC, including all prior addenda end counteroffers,
not modified by this ADDENDUM shall ramafo the eame. [X] SetUr [ ] Buyer ihall have until &QQ, [ ] AW p(J P M
Mountain Timo on Pqqamhgr 1 9 , 2Qp7 {Data}, to aceapt the terms of this ADDENDUM In accordance with file
provisions of Section 23 of the REPC. Unfes* eo accepted, the offer as set faith In this ADDENDUM shall lapse.
^ l Buyer [ 3 Salter Signature

(Data)

(Time) ft#oj4yerC I Seller Signature

(Date)

(T*ma)

ACCEPTANCE/COUNTEROFFERmEJECTlON
CHECK ONE;
[ ] ACCEPTANCE: [ 3 Seller { ] Buyor hereby accepts the terms of this ADDENDUM.
(^COUNTEROFFER: £ f e l l e r I ] Buyar presents as a counteroffer the tarm* of attached ADDENDUM NO.
(Signature)

(Data) /

7

CTtmo)

' ( S g n a t t r e } ( D a t e )

/

'

(Htw) '

I ] REJECTION: I ] Seller { jBuyeTrejeo&theforegomg ADDENDUM.
(Signature)

(Dmk>)

(Timo)

TOffiroWAAIWCn/HiBYTHBUlXHRE^
EFFECTOB A U m O T $ , 2 * 0 . r r R E P l ^ ^

(Signature)

(Date)

(Time)

x£-~'
'

12/1S/2687

21:38
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ADDENDUM NO. Z
TO
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT

PAIS;
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a l 7 4 P VERONA MEADOWS QT. Murray, flatt l u t e Ooimty, U T S 4 1 0 7 . 7h« fotbwfog tmms art bomfcy
inoocpoa&adafeparioiftia REPO:

l » g u n t « f t prion to bft tMft.flOtt
£uY£K AMD SBUTO AGREE^HATTHS COHTBACT DHADLWBS PfiFSRQiCED IN SECTO* ** HF7HB RSPC
(CHOCKAIPPLSCABJLEBCOQ; K } PEMAW UWCHANQED [^^CHftJNG3)AS FOUOWSiJ
Toth*«da«ihai*fii*ofihfeADDX30UMmo^
lULmodOtfifay.ftteADDENDUM thi»»m*Intho«afr». n s ^ h « r I J Bct*ar«haflihawa imtft
tI*W H * *
MountaJo Tim* e«
, Pate), toaocaptti» t?nns of this ADDENDUM in accordance vrfth
1hojMYn^ri*6rsodSon23c!tr)aft!~PaU^^

CHECK ONE:
/
feqAQCfiPrANCg: J J$«JU5r l^Bijy^hereby•cx»ptethfttemi*oft^ADOe^DUkt

(Data)

(Tiro^

(SJgrttftfl*)

(D*t»J

(Tim*)

(Date)

ffimo)

Hi* I }S«tt*r I JBu^Hfccfcthefcrtgtfrg ADDENDUM.
(Sfcrwrtmo)

(Data)

(T/mo)

(Sigrffituro)

""

E F F E C T S AWW^StfOLrrrapuNC^

F?CPl«ri
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ADDENDUM NO. 3
TO
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT
THIS IS AN [X] ADDENDUM [ I COUNTEROFFERtothai REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT flho "REPC") wfa
an Offer Reference Date at December 1fl f 2QQ7 Including a|| prior addenda and counteroffers, between ^phin and
JuHfth Regs? as Buyer, and
:
as Sailer, f&sardJnfl ihe Ptoperty located
at 742 V E R O N A M E A D O W S C T . Murray, Salt Lake County, U T 8 4 1 0 7 . The Mowing terms are hereby
Incorporate as pert of tho REPC:
1. Pufchasft.prtce.lo be $460,000 per appraised value.
2.If seller does not agree to the new purchase prjee contract will be canoalacL

Z .Earnest Money t9.be r^vrred fo gi/yere
BUVER AKD SELLER AGREE THAT THE CONTRACT 0EA0LINES REf EREWCED IN SECTION 24 OF THE REPC
(CHECK APPLICABLE BOX); [X] (REMAIN UNCHANGED ( I ARE CHAKGED AS FOLLOWS:
To the extent tha terms t>F thj$ ADDENDUM nudity or conflict vflh any provisions of the REPC, Including all prior vktomls
and counteroffers, these terms shall control All ojhar terms of the REPC, Including at! prior addenda and counteroffers,
not modified by this ADDENDUM shall remain the same. PQ Soiter I ] Buy«*rsha]f have until 5:£fi l ] AM [X] FM
Mountain Time on D e c e m b e r 2 9 . 2 0 0 7 (Data), to aoccpt ty* terms of this ADDENDUM In accordance with tha
provisions of Secfon 23 of tire REPC. Unless sci^ecceplad, the offer ^ * s e t fart^ in this ADDENDUM shall lapse.
$ ) f l u y w l ] Seller Signature

(Date)- (Tims) ^ / i B u y e r l ^ ^ l l e r Signature

(Date) (Tlma)

ACCEPTANCE/COUNTiSROFfERm^ECTlON
CHECK ONE:
[ ] ACCEPTANCE; ( ] Seller [ ] Buyer herebyjaccepts the terms at this ADDENDUM{ J COUNTEROFFER: f } Salter I J fiuyerprwants a $ » cognteraffor the torow of attached ADDENDUM NO
(Signature)

(Data)

(Tlma)

{Signature}

(Date)

(firm)

(Date)

(Tlm«0

[ ] REJECTION: U SaHtor [ J Buyorn(ec!s the*feregdn9ADDENDUM.
{Signature)

pate)

(Timo)

(Signature)

THIS FORM APPROVED BY TttE UTAH R£AL ESTr/OT COMMlsaKW AND TKR OFftCfi OP T » UTAH ATTO&NEV GENHOAL,
E^eCTIVE AUGUST 5,2003, IT REPLACES AND SUPERSEDES ALL PREVIOUSLY APfWVeO VpfcSJONS Of THIS FORM,

Pag*1 of 1

Sellers initials

Buyar* initials_

Addendum No. 3 la REPC
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ADDENDUM NO. &
TO
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT

fens-

THIS IS AN p q AD0ENDUM £ ] COUNTEROFFER to that RgAt ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT (to* "RCPC) vrfto
an QIYw Rafarato* Onto of Pftcamhar 1fr 2 0 5 8 induing att oitef arfdafida and attinteraflar^ bah—a* Robin ftn<?

Jutilfh RflflSft *» S4*y»r. «**d ffafQafOt find EfKfrft Qtoflfl « i 3c**« mgardfeig tho Pfogocfy locate at 242
VEROhlAME/toQWSCTMtim^S^
as part of th« P€PC*

1, Setter has fal^d io rgspondia addendum #3. fiyyare are cgnfigftng mit mnuaot based won the
apprefsfKl vafcffl earning in at 4fiaPQQ **>dtfrcwelter n«ftcfrftpitiflPre value as the pufcftass Pftea>
BUYER ANO SELLEH AGREE THAT THE CONTRACT 0€AOUN£S flEFERENCEO m SfcCTrON 2« OF THE «€PC
{CHECK APPLICABLE BOX)' PC] REWU* UNCHANGED { J ARE CHANGED A3 FOLLOWS;
Totoe extat* * * item* ol thm A0OENOUM mocWy «* coflftot vtfh a*y ftfovfekw* of * * R6PC. Jndudtng *» prior wtowitte
and counteroffer, tttas* term* sHatl corrtrol A3) ofrer fefras of the R£PC. Inducing all prior iddmda aatf eouittaroHors,
«m modified
tytofeADDe«C^
[X}6aft*r [ 1 8 w y t r a h o l h a w t * t f * 4 2 £ Q ( JAM P Q P M
Mounted Ttivie oft J a Q l M U X J ^

pfBuyer ( J S«*ar Sl&rwfure

{DM)

(Tfrwa)

|#6uyaft

)^Se*c* S i g n a l ( D a t e )

(Time)

ACC©nANCeCOUWTEROFf€R^6iieCTK)N
CHECK ONE*
{ ) ACCEPTANCE: ( JSattar [ ] Suyor hereby accepts tint tatm* ol t h * AOOENOUM.
( J COUNTEROFFER: J 1 Sattar J | B*iy*r present* a* o counteroffer !ha twrra of aflacftad ACK)€NCXJM NO
(Signaiura)

{Otta)

(Times)

(Signfctur*)

(Oslo)

(Ttme)

(tola)

(Tkne)

( J REJECTION: ( J Salter { J Btiyerrajacfelhaforego**ADDENDUM*
($i()n«fcLKe)

"

(Oaloi

0*«*}

(SHjnaturtj)

THIS FOftN APPROVED « T TH1 U?Att * * A i . e*TA?« CO<^WSKW AI^O T>^ O f f f t ^ Of T>« UTA« ATT0<O<rr G a « A A U
CFF£CTtV€ AUGUST 5. a*0* IT REPLACES AHO aUPfcRS€0£& ALL *ft£ttKMI*LY APffc<*V£0 v e * & O N » OF THIS FOftti
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REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT
This is a legally binding Real Estate Purchase Contract ("REPC") Utah law requires real estate licensees to use this form Buyer and Seller,
however, may agree to alter or delete Its provisions or to use a different form If you desire legal or tax advice, consult your attorney or tax
advisor.

OFFER TO PURCHASE AND EARNEST MONEY DEPOSIT
On this
day of
, 20
("Offer Reference Date")
( Buyer1)
offers to purchase from
('Seller") the Property described below and
[ ] delivers to the Buyer's Brokerage with this offer, or [ ] agrees to deliver no later than four (4) calendar days
after Acceptance (as defined in Section 23), Earnest Money in the amount of $
in the form
of
After Acceptance of the REPC by Buyer and Seller, and receipt of the
Earnest Money by the Brokerage, the Brokerage shall have four (4) calendar days in which to deposit the Earnest Money
into the Brokerage Real Estate Trust Account
Buyer's Brokerage

Phone

Received by

on

(Date)

(Signature above acknowledges receipt of Earnest Money)

OTHER PROVISIONS
1.

PROPERTY:

also described as
City of
, County of
State of Utah, Zip
(the "Property")
Any reference below to the term "Property" shall include the Property described above, together with the Included Items and
water rights/water shares, if any, referenced in Sections 1 1 , 1 2 and 1 4
1.1
Included Items. Unless excluded herein, this sale includes the following items if presently owned and in place
on the Property plumbing, heating, air conditioning fixtures and equipment, ovens, ranges and hoods, cook tops,
dishwashers, ceiling fans, water heaters, light fixtures and bulbs bathroom fixtures and bathroom mirrors, curtains,
draperies, rods, window blinds and shutters, window and door screens, storm doors and windows, awnings, satellite dishes,
affixed carpets, automatic garage door openers and accompanying transmitters, security system, fencing and any
landscaping
1.2 Other Included Items. The following items that are presently owned and in place on the Property have been left
for the convenience of the parties and are also included in this sale (check applicable box) [ J washers [ ] dryers
[ ] refrigerators [ ] water softeners [ ] microwave ovens [ ] other (specify)
The above checked items shall be conveyed to Buyer under separate bill of sale with warranties as to title
1.3 Excluded Items. The following items are excluded from this sale
1.4 Water Service. The Purchase Price for the Property shall include all water rights/water shares, if any, that are the
legal source for Seller's current culinary water service and irrigation water service, if any, to the Property The water
rights/water shares will be conveyed or otherwise transferred to Buyer at Closing by applicable deed or legal instruments
The following water rights/water shares, if applicable, are specifically excluded from this sale
2. PURCHASE PRICE. The Purchase Price for the Property is $
Except as provided in this
Section, the Purchase Price shall be paid as provided in Sections 2(a) through 2(d) below Any amounts shown in 2(b) and
2(d) may be adjusted as deemed necessary by Buyer and the Lender
$

$

(a) Earnest Money Deposit. Under certain conditions described in the REPC, this deposit may
become totally non refundable
(b) New Loan. Buyer may apply for mortgage loan financing (the "Loan") on terms acceptable to
Buyer If an FHAA/A loan applies see attached FHAA/A Loan Addendum
(c) Seller Financing (see attached Seller Financing Addendum)

$

(d) Balance of Purchase Price in Cash at Settlement

$

PURCHASE PRICE. Total of lines (a) through (d)

$
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3.

SETTLEMENT AND CLOSING.

3.1 Settlement Settlement shall take place no later than the Settlement Deadline referenced in Section 24(d), or as
otherwise mutually agreed by Buyer and Seller in writing "Settlement" shall occur only when all of the following have been
completed (a) Buyer and Seller have signed and delivered to each other or to the escrow/closing office all documents
required by the REPC, by the Lender, by the title insurance and escrow/closing offices, by written escrow instructions
(including any split closing instructions, if applicable), or by applicable law, (b) any monies required to be paid by Buyer or
Seller under these documents (except for the proceeds of any new loan) have been delivered by Buyer or Seller to the
other party, or to the escrow/closing office, in the form of cash, wire transfer, cashier's check, or other form acceptable to
the escrow/closing office
3.2 Prorations. All prorations, including, but not limited to, homeowner's association dues, property taxes for the
current year, rents, and interest on assumed obligations, if any, shall be made as of the Settlement Deadline referenced in
Section 24(d), unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the parties Such writing could include the settlement statement The
provisions of this Section 3 2 shall survive Closing
3.3 Special Assessments Any assessments for capital improvements as approved by the HOA (pursuant to HOA
governing documents) oir as assessed by a municipality or special improvement district, prior to the Settlement Deadline
shall be paid for by [ ] Seller [ ] Buyer [ ] Split Equally Between Buyer and Seller [ ] Other (explain)
The provisions of this Section 3 3 shall survive
Closing
3.4 Fees/Costs/Payment Obligations. Unless otherwise agreed to in writing, Seller and Buyer shall each pay onehalf (1/2) of the fee charged by the escrow/closing office for its services in the settlement/closing process Tenant deposits
(including, but not limited to, security deposits, cleaning deposits and prepaid rents) shall be paid or credited by Seller to
Buyer at Settlement Buyer agrees to be responsible for homeowners' association and private and public utility service
transfer fees, if any, and all utilities and other services provided to the Property after the Settlement Deadline The
escrow/closing office is authorized and directed to withhold from Seller's proceeds at Closing, sufficient funds to pay off on
Seller's behalf all mortgages, trust deeds, judgments, mechanic's liens, tax liens and warrants The provisions of this
Section 3 4 shall survive Closing
3.5 Closing For purposes of the REPC, "Closing" means that (a) Settlement has been completed, (b) the proceeds
of any new loan have been delivered by the Lender to Seller or to the escrow/closing office, and (c) the applicable Closing
documents have been recorded in the office of the county recorder The actions described in 3 5 (b) and (c) shall be
completed within four calendar days after Settlement
4. POSSESSION. Seller shall deliver physical possession of the Property to Buyer as follows [ ] Upon Closing,
[ ]
Hours after Closing; [ ]
Calendar Days after Closing. Any contracted rental of the Property prior to or after
Closing, between Buyer and Seller, shall be by separate written agreement Seller and Buyer shall each be responsible for
any insurance coverage each party deems necessary for the Property including any personal property and belongings
Seller agrees to deliver the Property to Buyer in broom-clean condition and free of debns and personal belongings Any
Seller or tenant moving-related damage to the Property shall be repaired at Seller's expense The provisions of this Section
4 shall survive Closing
5. CONFIRMATION OF AGENCY DISCLOSURE. Buyer and Seller acknowledge prior written receipt of agency
disclosure provided by their respective agent that has disclosed the agency relationships confirmed below At the signing of
the REPC
Seller's Agent
, represents [ ] Seller [ ] both Buyer and Seller as a Limited Agent;
Seller's Brokerage

, represents [ ] Seller [ ] both Buyer and Seller as a Limited Agent;

Buyer's Agent

, represents [ ] Buyer [ ) both Buyer and Seller as a Limited Agent;

Buyer's Brokerage

, represents [ ] Buyer [ ] both Buyer and Seller as a Limited Agent.

6.

TITLE & TITLE INSURANCE.
6.1 Title to Property Seller represents that Seller has fee title to the Property and will convey marketable title to
the Property to Buyer at Closing by general warranty deed Buyer does agree to accept title to the Property subject to the
contents of the Commitment for Title Insurance (the "Commitment") provided by Seller under Section 7, and as reviewed
and approved by Buyer under Section 8 Buyer also agrees to accept title to the Property subject to any existing leases,
rental and property management agreements affecting the Property not expiring prior to Closing which were provided to
Buyer pursuant to Section 7(e) The provisions of this Section 6 1 shall survive Closing
6.2 Title Insurance At Settlement, Seller agrees to pay for and cause to be issued in favor of Buyer, through the
title insurance agency that issued the Commitment (the "Issuing Agent"), the most current version of the ALTA
Homeowner's Policy of Title Insurance (the "Homeowner's Policy") If the Homeowner's Policy is not available through the
Issuing Agent, Buyer and Seller further agree as follows (a) Seller agrees to pay for the Homeowner's Policy if available
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through any other title insurance agency selected by Buyer; (b) if the Homeowner's Policy is not available either through the
Issuing Agent or any other title insurance agency, then Seller agrees to pay for, and Buyer agrees to accept, the most
current available version of an ALTA Owner's Policy of Title Insurance CStandard Coverage Owner's Policy") available
through the Issuing Agent.
7. SELLER DISCLOSURES. No later than the Seller Disclosure Deadline referenced in Section 24(a), Seller shall provide
to Buyer the following documents in hard copy or electronic format which are collectively referred to as the "Seller
Disclosures":
(a) a written Seller property condition disclosure for the Property, completed, signed and dated by Seller as provided in
Section10.3;
(b) a Commitment for Title Insurance as referenced in Section 6;
(c) a copy of any restrictive covenants (CC&R's), rules and regulations affecting the Property;
(d) a copy of the most recent minutes, budget and financial statement for the homeowners' association, if any;
(e) a copy of any lease, rental, and property management agreements affecting the Property not expiring prior to Closing;
(f) evidence of any water rights and/or water shares referenced in Section 1.4;
(g) written notice of any claims and/or conditions known to Seller relating to environmental problems and building or zoning
code violations; and
(h) Other (specify)
8.

BUYER'S CONDITIONS OF PURCHASE.

8.1
DUE DILIGENCE CONDITION. Buyer's obligation to purchase the Property: [ ] IS [ ] IS NOT conditioned
upon Buyer's Due Diligence as defined in this Section 8.1(a) below. This condition is referred to as the "Due Diligence
Condition." If checked in the affirmative, Sections 8.1(a) through 8.1(c) apply; otherwise they do not
(a) Due Diligence Items. Buyer's Due Diligence shall consist of Buyer's review and approval of the contents of
the Seller Disclosures referenced in Section 7, and any other tests, evaluations and verifications of the Property deemed
necessary or appropriate by Buyer, such as: the physical condition of the Property; the existence of any hazardous
substances, environmental issues or geologic conditions; the square footage or acreage of the land and/or improvements;
the condition of the roof, walls, and foundation; the condition of the plumbing, electrical, mechanical, heating and air
conditioning systems and fixtures; the condition of all appliances; the costs and availability of homeowners' insurance and
flood insurance, if applicable; water source, availability and quality; the location of property lines; regulatory use restrictions
or violations; fees for services such as HOA dues, municipal services, and utility costs; convicted sex offenders residing in
proximity to the Property; and any other matters deemed material to Buyer in making a decision to purchase the Property.
Unless otherwise provided in the REPC, all of Buyer's Due Diligence shall be paid for by Buyer and shall be conducted by
individuals or entities of Buyer's choice. Seller agrees to cooperate with Buyer's Due Diligence. Buyer agrees to pay for any
damage to the Property resulting from any such inspections or tests during the Due Diligence.
(b) Buyer's Right to Cancel or Resolve Objections. If Buyer determines, in Buyer's sole discretion, that the
results of the Due Diligence are unacceptable, Buyer may either: (i) no later than the Due Diligence Deadline referenced in
Section 24(b), cancel the REPC by providing written notice to Seller, whereupon the Earnest Money Deposit shall be
released to Buyer without the requirement of further written authorization from Seller; or (ii) no later than the Due Diligence
Deadline referenced in Section 24(b), resolve in writing with Seller any objections Buyer has arising from Buyer's Due
Diligence.
(c) Failure to Cancel or Resolve Objections. If Buyer fails to cancel the REPC or fails to resolve in writing
any objections Buyer has arising from Buyer's Due Diligence, as provided in Section 8.1(b), Buyer shall be deemed to have
waived the Due Diligence Condition.
8.2
APPRAISAL CONDITION. Buyer's obligation to purchase the Property: [ ] IS [ ] IS NOT conditioned upon the
Property appraising for not less than the Purchase Price, This condition is referred to as the "Appraisal Condition." If
checked in the affirmative, Sections 8.2(a) and 8.2(b) apply; otherwise they do not.
(a) Buyer's Right to Cancel. If after completion of an appraisal by a licensed appraiser, Buyer receives written
notice from the Lender or the appraiser that the Property has appraised for less than the Purchase Price (a "Notice of
Appraised Value"), Buyer may cancel the REPC by providing written notice to Seller (with a copy of the Notice of Appraised
Value) no later than the Financing & Appraisal Deadline referenced in Section 24(c); whereupon the Earnest Money
Deposit shall be released to Buyer without the requirement of further written authorization from Seller.
(b) Failure to Cancel. If the REPC is not cancelled as provided in this section 8.2, Buyer shall be deemed to have
waived the Appraisal Condition.
8.3
FINANCING CONDITION. Buyer's obligation to purchase the property: [ ] IS [ ] IS NOT conditioned upon
Buyer obtaining the Loan referenced in Section 2(b). This condition is referred to as the "Financing Condition." If checked
in the affirmative, Sections 8.3(a) and 8.3(b) apply; otherwise they do not. If the Financing Condition applies, Buyer agrees
to work diligently and in good faith to obtain the Loan.
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(a) Buyer's Right to Cancel Before the Financing & Appraisal Deadline. If Buyer, in Buyers sole discretion, is
not satisfied with the terms and conditions of the Loan Buyer may cancel the REPC by providing written notice to Seller no
later than the Financing & Appraisal Deadline referenced in Section 24(c), whereupon the Earnest Money Deposit shall be
released to Buyer without the requirement of further written authorization from Seller
(b) Buyer's Right to Cancel After the Financing & Appraisal Deadline. If after expiration of the Financing &
Appraisal Deadline referenced in Section 24(c), Buyer fails to obtain the Loan, meaning that the proceeds of the Loan have
not been delivered by the Lender to Seller or to the escrow/closing office as required under Section 3 5 of the REPC, then
Buyer or Seller may cancel the REPC by providing written notice to the other party, whereupon the Earnest Money Deposit,
or Deposits, if applicable (see Section 8 4 below) shall be released to Seller without the requirement of further written
authorization from Buyer In the event of such cancellation, Seller agrees to accept as Seller's exclusive remedy, the
Earnest Money Deposit, or Deposits, if applicable, as liquidated damages Buyer and Seller agree that liquidated damages
would be difficult and impractical to calculate, and the Earnest Money Deposit, or Deposits, if applicable, is a fair and
reasonable estimate of Seller's damages in the event Buyer fails to obtain the Loan
8.4 ADDITIONAL EARNEST MONEY DEPOSIT. If the REPC has not been previously canceled by Buyer as
provided in Sections 8 1, 8 2 or 8 3(a), then no later than the Due Diligence Deadline referenced in Section 24(b), or the
Financing & Appraisal Deadline referenced in Section 24(c), whichever is later, Buyer [ ] WILL [ ] WILL NOT deliver to
the Buyer's Brokerage, an Additional Earnest Money Deposit in the amount of $
The Earnest Money
Deposit and the Additional Earnest Money Deposit, if applicable, are sometimes referred to herein as the "Deposits" The
Earnest Money Deposit, or Deposits, if applicable, shall be credited toward the Purchase Price at Closing
9. ADDENDA. There [ ] ARE [ ] ARE NOT addenda to the REPC containing additional terms If there are, the terms of
the following addenda are incorporated into the REPC by this reference [ ] Addendum No.
[ ] Seller Financing Addendum [ ] FHA/VA Loan Addendum [ ] Lead-Based Paint Disclosure & Acknowledgement
(in some transactions this disclosure is required by law) [ ] Other (specify)
10. HOME WARRANTY PLAN / AS-IS CONDITION OF PROPERTY.
10.1 Home Warranty Plan. A one-year Home Warranty Plan [ ] WILL [ ] WILL NOT be included in this transaction
If included, the Home Warranty Plan shall be ordered by [ ] Buyer [ ] Seller and shall be issued by a company selected
by [
] Buyer [
] Seller The cost of the Home Warranty Plan shall not exceed $
and shall be paid for at
Settlement by [ ] Buyer [ ] Seller
10.2 Condition of Property/Buyer Acknowledgements. Buyer acknowledges and agrees that in reference to the
physical condition of the Property (a) Buyer is purchasing the Property in its "As-ls" condition without expressed or implied
warranties of any kind, (b) Buyer shall have, during Buyer's Due Diligence as referenced in Section 8 1, an opportunity to
completely inspect and evaluate the condition of the Property, and (c) if based on the Buyer's Due Diligence, Buyer elects
to proceed with the purchase of the Property, Buyer is relying wholly on Buyer's own judgment and that of any contractors
or inspectors engaged by Buyer to review evaluate and inspect the Property
10.3 Condition of Property/Seller Acknowledgements Seller acknowledges and agrees that in reference to the
physical condition of the Property, Seller agrees to (a) disclose in writing to Buyer defects in the Property known to Seller
that materially affect the value of the Property that cannot be discovered by a reasonable inspection by an ordinary prudent
Buyer, (b) carefully review complete, and provide to Buyer a written Seller property condition disclosure as stated in section
7(a), and (c) deliver the Property to Buyer in substantially the same general condition as it was on the date of Acceptance,
as defined in Section 23, ordinary wear and tear excepted The provisions of Sections 10 2 and 10 3 shall survive Closing
11. FINAL PRE-SETTLEMENT WALK-THROUGH INSPECTION.
11.1
Walk-Through Inspection No earlier than seven (7) calendar days prior to Settlement, and upon reasonable
notice and at a reasonable time, Buyer may conduct a final pre-Settlement walk-through inspection of the Property to
determine only that the Property is "as represented," meaning that the items referenced in Sections 1 1 , 1 2 and 8 1(b)(n)
("the items") are respectively present, repaired or corrected as agreed The failure to conduct a walk-through inspection or
to claim that an item is not as represented shall not constitute a waiver by Buyer of the right to receive, on the date of
possession, the items as represented If the items are not as represented, Seller agrees to cause all applicable items to be
corrected, repaired or replaced (the "Work") prior to the Settlement Deadline referenced in Section 24(d)
11.2
Escrow to Complete the Work If, as of Settlement, the Work has not been completed, then Buyer and Seller
agree to withhold in escrow at Settlement a reasonable amount agreed to by Seller, Buyer (and Lender, if applicable),
sufficient to pay for completion of the Work If the Work is not completed within thirty (30) calendar days after the Settlement
Deadline, the amount so escrowed may, subject to Lender's approval, be released to Buyer as liquidated damages for failure
to complete the Work The provisions of this Section 11 2 shall survive Closing
12. CHANGES DURING TRANSACTION. Seller agrees that from the date of Acceptance until the date of Closing, none of
the following shall occur without the prior written consent of Buyer (a) no changes in any leases, rental or property
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management agreements shall be made, (b) no new lease, rental or property management agreements shall be entered
into, (c) no substantial alterations or improvements to the Property shall be made or undertaken, (d) no further financial
encumbrances to the Property shall be made, and (e) no changes in the legal title to the Property shall be made
13. AUTHORITY OF SIGNERS. If Buyer or Seller is a corporation, partnership, trust, estate, limited liability company or
other entity, the person signing the REPC on its behalf warrants his or her authority to do so and to bind Buyer and Seller
14. COMPLETE CONTRACT. The REPC together with its addenda, any attached exhibits, and Seller Disclosures
(collectively referred to as the "REPC") constitutes the entire contract between the parties and supersedes and replaces
any and all pnor negotiations, representations, warranties, understandings or contracts between the parties whether verbal
or otherwise The REPC cannot be changed except by written agreement of the parties
15. MEDIATION. Any dispute relating to the REPC arising prior to or after Closing [ ] SHALL [ ] MAY AT THE OPTION
OF THE PARTIES first be submitted to mediation Mediation is a process in which the parties meet with an impartial
person who helps to resolve the dispute informally and confidentially Mediators cannot impose binding decisions The
parties to the dispute must agree before any settlement is binding The parties will jointly appoint an acceptable mediator
and share equally in the cost of such mediation If mediation fails, the other procedures and remedies available under the
REPC shall apply Nothing in this Section 15 prohibits any party from seeking emergency legal or equitable relief, pending
mediation The provisions of this Section 15 shall survive Closing
16. DEFAULT.
16.1 Buyer Default If Buyer defaults, Seller may elect one of the following remedies (a) cancel the REPC and retain
the Earnest Money Deposit, or Deposits, if applicable, as liquidated damages, (b) maintain the Earnest Money Deposit, or
Deposits, if applicable, in trust and sue Buyer to specifically enforce the REPC, or (c) return the Earnest Money Deposit, or
Deposits, if applicable, to Buyer and pursue any other remedies available at law
16.2 Seller Default If Seller defaults, Buyer may elect one of the following remedies (a) cancel .he REPC, and in
addition to the return of the Earnest Money Deposit, or Deposits, if applicable, Buyer may elect to accept from Seller, as
liquidated damages, a sum equal to the Earnest Money Deposit, or Deposits, if applicable, or (b) maintain the Earnest
Money Deposit, or Deposits, if applicable, in trust and sue Seller to specifically enforce the REPC, or (c) accept a return of
the Earnest Money Deposit, or Deposits, if applicable, and pursue any other remedies available at law If Buyer elects to
accept liquidated damages, Seller agrees to pay the liquidated damages to Buyer upon demand
17. ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS/GOVERNING LAW. In the event of litigation or binding arbitration to enforce the
REPC, the prevailing party shall be entitled to costs and reasonable attorney fees However, attorney fees shall not be
awarded for participation in mediation under Section 15 This contract shall be governed by and construed in accordance
with the laws of the State of Utah The provisions of this Section 17 shall survive Closing
18. NOTICES. Except as provided in Section 23, all notices required under the REPC must be (a) in writing, (b) signed by
the Buyer or Seller giving notice, and (c) received by the Buyer or the Seller, or their respective agent, or by the brokerage
firm representing the Buyer or Seller, no later than the applicable date referenced in the REPC
19. NO ASSIGNMENT The REPC and the rights and obligations of Buyer hereunder, are personal to Buyer The REPC
may not be assigned by Buyer without the prior written consent of Seller Provided, however, the transfer of Buyer's interest
in the REPC to any business entity in which Buyer holds a legal interest, including, but not limited to, a family partnership,
family trust, limited liability company partnership, or corporation (collectively referred to as a "Permissible Transfer") shall
not be treated as an assignment by Buyer that requires Seller's prior written consent Furthermore, the inclusion of "and/or
assigns' or similar language on the line identifying Buyer on the first page of the REPC shall constitute Seller's written
consent only to a Permissible Transfer
20. INSURANCE & RISK OF LOSS
20.1
Insurance Coverage As of Closing, Buyer shall be responsible to obtain casualty and liability insurance
coverage on the Property in amounts acceptable to Buyer and Buyer's Lender, if applicable
20.2
Risk of Loss If prior to Closing, any part of the Property is damaged or destroyed by fire, vandalism, flood,
earthquake, or act of God, the risk of such loss or damage shall be borne by Seller, provided however, that if the cost of
repairing such loss or damage would exceed ten percent (10%) of the Purchase Price referenced in Section 2, either Seller
or Buyer may elect to cancel the REPC by providing written notice to the other party, in which instance the Earnest Money
Deposit, or Deposits if applicable, shall be returned to Buyer
21. TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE. Time is of the essence regarding the dates set forth in the REPC Extensions must be
agreed to in writing by all parties Unless otherwise explicitly stated in the REPC (a) performance undei each Section of
the REPC which references a date shall absolutely be required by 5 00 PM Mountain Time on the stated date, and (b) the
term "days" and "calendar days" shall mean calendar days and shall be counted beginning on the day following the event
which triggers the timing requirement ( e g Acceptance) Performance dates and times referenced herein shall not be
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binding upon title companies, lenders, appraisers and others not parties to the REPC, except as otherwise aqreed to in
writing by such non-party.
22. ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION AND COUNTERPARTS. Electronic transmission (including email and fax) of a signed
copy of the REPC, any addenda and counteroffers, and the retransmission of any signed electronic transmission shall be
the same as delivery of an original. The REPC and any addenda and counteroffers may be executed in counterparts.
23. ACCEPTANCE. "Acceptance" occurs only when all of the following have occurred: (a) Seller or Buyer has signed the
offer or counteroffer where noted to indicate acceptance; and (b) Seller or Buyer or their agent has communicated to the
other party or to the other party's agent that the offer or counteroffer has been signed as required.
24. CONTRACT DEADLINES. Buyer and Seller agree that the following deadlines shall apply to the REPC:
(a) Seller Disclosure Deadline

(Date)

(b) Due Diligence Deadline

(Date)

(c) Financing & Appraisal Deadline

(Date)

(d) Settlement Deadline

(Date)

25. OFFER AND TIME FOR ACCEPTANCE. Buyer offers to purchase the Property on the above terms and conditions. If
Seller does not accept this offer by:
[ ] AM [ ] PM Mountain Time on
(Date), this offer shall lapse; and the Brokerage shall return any Earnest Money Deposit to Buyer.

(Buyer's Signature)

(Offer Date)

(Buyer's Signature)

(Offer Date)

(Buyers Names) (PLEASE PRINT)

(Notice Address)

(Zip Code)

(Phone)

(Buyer's Names) (PLEASE PRINT)

(Notice Address)

(Zip Code)

(Phone)

ACCEPTANCE/COUNTEROFFER/REJECTION
CHECK ONE:
[ ] ACCEPTANCE OF OFFER TO PURCHASE: Seller Accepts the foregoing offer on the terms and conditions specified
above.
[ ] COUNTEROFFER: Seller presents for Buyer's Acceptance the terms of Buyer's offer subject to the exceptions or
modifications as specified in the attached ADDENDUM NO.
.
[ ] REJECTION: Seller rejects the foregoing offer.

(Seller's Signature)

(Date) (Time)

(Date)(Time)

(Seller's Signature)

(Sellers Names) (PLEASE PRINT)

(Notice Address)

(Zip Code)

(Phone)

(Seller's Names) (PLEASE PRINT)

(Notice Address)

(Zip Code)

(Phone)

THIS FORM APPROVED BY THE UTAH REAL ESTATE COMMISSION AND THE OFFICE OF THE UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL,
EFFECTIVE AUGUST 27, 2008. AS OF JANUARY 1, 2009, IT WILL REPLACE AND SUPERSEDE THE PREVIOUSLY APPROVED VERSION OF THIS FORM.
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D<.*hvcrea/U*tl*d • Addnmr
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j
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SELLER5/ fOPERTY CONDITION D w l S U R E ^ ^ ^

'_JJ
aeAL'dR*

This is alegally binding document. Hnatundarstccd, consult an attorney.

<£**•'Mr-P'
V
^ , ,JC
Z^tP

.

LISTING AGENT - COMPLETE THIS SECTION ONLY!

SELLERWtm./&f.J*-R.fr>*-f\£.'£

$• £sis/g^Z-

PROPERTY ADDRESS 7 . ^ ^ ^ * &Sg^/*^>
LISTING BROKERAGE ^ / ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^

J \^

/S^/.£./Zsf

j&#

cLizr

/Seller")

JU.&/>,n-&^

J&*ttj£^£^L--

4

' ^

Z^czr
/

("property")

/ 7^ f Company^

NOTICE FROM COMPANY
Buyar and Sailor ara advisad that the Company and its agents ara trained in the markatlng of real estate. Heifherti\eCompany nor its aq&]&
are trained or llcansed to provids Buyer or Sailer with professional ad vies regarding the physical condition of any property orregardinglegal or
tax m-Hsrs. The Company and its agents strongly recommend that In connecfion with any offer to acquire Vr& Property, Buyer retain the
Ditrfessianal services of legal and/or tax advisors, property inspectors, surveyors, and other professionals in satfsfy Buy&r as to any and all
aspects of the physical and iagal condition of the Property. BUYER IS ADVISED NOT TO RELY ONTOECOMPANY, OR ON ANY AGENTSOF THE COMPANY, FOR A DETERMINATION REGARDING THE PHYSICAL OR LEGAL CONDITION OF THE PROPERTY, induding, but
not limited to, the condition of any appliances, heating/cooling equipment and systems, plumbing and eJectrical fixtures and equipment
tfjoisiura or other problems in tharoofor foundation, sewer problems, the availability and location of utilities, tha exact square footage or
acrsage of the Property, or tha location of property lines.

INSTRUCTIONS TO SELLER
SELLER IS OBLIGATED UNDER LAW TO DISCLOSE TO BUYERS DEFECTS IN THE PROPERTY KNOWN TO SELLER THAT
MATERIALLY AND ADVERSELY AFFECT THE VALUE OF THE PROPERTY THAT CANNOT BE DISCOVERED BY A REASONABLE
INSPECTION BY AN ORDINARY PRUDENT BUYER. This disdosura form is designed to assist Seller in complying with these disclosure
requirements. Pleasa thoroughly disclose your actual knowledgeregardingthe condition of the Property. Tha Company, other raal estate
agents, and buyers wH!relyon this disclosure form,
* Complete iheremainderof this foim
:
« Pleasa ba specific when describing any past or present problems, malfunctions or defects (location, nature of problem, etc.). Use an
additional addendum if necessary,
• If a question does not aoolvtoyour Property, WRITE WA* NEXT TO THE QUESTION.

.1

L

I

1. OCCUPANCY
Dc.es Seflar currentiy occupy the .Property? If "No*, when did you last occupy the Property?
Q Seller has never occupied the Property

2.

(Appax. Date)

ROOF
A. Ara you awars of any past or present leaks in the rcof? if "Yes", please describe, to your knowledge, the nature and
location of any past or present leaks:
.
B. Other thantealca,ara you aware of any past or present problems or defects with tile roof, for example, stuctural issues
dry rot, moisture and/or ice damage, etc? If "Yesw, plaase describe, to your knowledge, the nature and location of any
past or present problems or defects with the roof:
C.

Has all or any portion of tha roof teen repaired or replacsd during your ownership? if Tes", pleasa describe, to your .
knowledge, the nature of any reef repairs or replacements:

D. To your knowledge, BTB there any written warranties presently in placeforthe roof? If *Yes\ please attach copies of
any warranties in your possession.

3.

* Q Yes G-Ho

Q Yes G-N<f~

Q Yes QrNo

Q Yes Qlfo

S Yes Q Wo
Q

NATURAL GAS, ELECTRICITY, TELEPHONE, CABLE TV
Am you awara of any past or present problems with ufeTrfcy service to the Property or with any of the utiCty ssrvica systems,
for example, poor telephone recaption, ate? If "Yes", pleasa describe,toyour knowledge, the nature of 2ny past or present
p/nblems \nii\ utility se/vica or utility systems:

Pago 1 era

SanarVMfab

iS\

Ci?

Data

7 — /.SL^e/

//Buyer's
E w e r ' s Initials
initials > C ^ '

^^^'
Q Yes J_rrio

Data
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WATER
Culinary wafer service far the Property is provided by (check appflcable box): Q Public Water Q Private Water Company Q Prfvats Welt
A. (Name of Public or Private water service provider);,
. If wafer service
Is providedfaya Private Water Company, please attach a copy of any water certificates In your possession.
QYes Q i
B. tf water service is provided by a Private Water Company, to your knowledge, are water share assessments pair:! in full?
C. Aye yau swam of any past or present problems with any water sen/ice provided to fjia Property by the Public or Private
Water service provider, for example, water quality, inadequate or excessive water pressure, eic? If "Yes", please
QYes CM
deso&e, to your knowledge, (he nature of any such problems:
.
QYesQI
D. Is a we3 presenfly located on the Property?
tf
a
weO
is
located
on
the
Property,
are
you
aware
of
any
past
or
present
problems
with
iha
wed*
far
example,
waiter
E
QYes Gri
quaffiy, inadequate water pressure, faulty pump, etc? If "Yes", please describe,toyour knowledge, the nature of any

such problems:

________

.

To your knowledge, is your water rightfor^he well represented by a contract with a special improvement or water
ccnssrvancy district? If "Yes", what Is the number of Iha district contract?.
If year waterrightforfaewen is not based on a contract with a special improvement or water conservancy district,
to your knowledge, what is the State Engineer Index Number"foryour water
right?
-

a

QYes Eft

5. SEWER/SEPTIC TANK
A.
-

Sewer sawaz for ihe Property will be provided by {check applicable box): Q Public Sewer Q Septic Tank
If Pubfic Sswer, who fs the Public Sewer provider?.
With fha ejxaptfon of an occasional dogged dram ortoilet,are you aware of any past or present problems with trie
sewer or septic service or components, for example, broken sewer lines, consistently slow or dogged drains, etc? If "Yes",
please describe, to your knowledge, the nature of any such problems:
.
If the Property is serviced by a septic tank, to your knowledge, has the tank been inspected and/or pumped within the
past five years?

a

QYes Q-R

QYesQ-W

HEAUHG/COOUNG
Are you awara of any past or present problems with any of the heating or air-conditioning equipment, components
or systems, for example, baseboard-heating unit doesn't work, inadequate forced air from specific vent, etc? If "Yes',
please describe,toyour knowledge, the nature of any such problems:

QYes Q f *

7- EQUIPMENT
Are yen aware of any past or present problems with any of the following: air purifier, audio system, central vacuum, computer
network, ire sprinkfing system, automatic garage door opener, humidifier, intercom, media system, satellite dish & components,
security systam, smoke alarm, tv antenna, water heater, water purifier, water softener, range hood, attic vent fens, bathroom
ventfens,or propane tanks? If "Yes", please describe, to your knowledge, the nature of any such problems, for example,
audio system doesn't work, cantral vacuum doesrtt work, etc? _

Q^esQN*

APPLIANCES
Ara yen a^are of any past or present problems with any of the following: dishwasher, disposal, dryer, freezer, indoor grill, microwave, oven* range, refrigerator, trash compactor, washer? if 'Yes", please describe,toyour knowledge, the nature of any such
problems,forexample* disposal doesn't worK etc4?
,
<

9,

QYes/3-M?

RREPLACES/STQVES
Are you aware of any past or present problems with any of the following: fireplace Insert, gas fireplace, gasfireplacestarter,
wcodbuming fireplace, potbeiiy/wocd stove, or pellet stove? If 'Yes", please describe,toyour knowledge, the nature of any
such prabfems,forexample, gas fireplace starter doesn't work, damper not working, etc?

QYes Q-No

10. INTERIOR FEATURES
Ara you aware of any past or present problems with any of the following: ceding fans, dumb waiter, elevator, flooring (stone,
marble, haidwccd, etc.), jetted bathfcib(s), indoor pool, spa/hot tub, sauna, skylights, steam room/shower, or wet bar? If "Yes",
please describe,toyour knowledge, the nature of any such problems, for example, pumpforjetted bathtub doesn't work,
skyfights leak, etc?

QYesp-fto

11. EXTERIOR & EXTERIOR FEATURES
A.

Are you aware of any past or present problems with any of ihe fallowing: gas barbeque, heated driveway or walkway,
lawn spjinkter system, poof, spa/hot tub, roof heat tape, or rain gutters? If "Yes", please describe, to your knowledge,

Paga2ofS

Salter's

Kit** Vs.

Buyer's Inters.

QYes Grfilo
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the nature of any such problems,faw^ni^FSpa/hot tub leaks, heated driveway only wcr^ on ^>Rn of driveway, etc?
6.

With tho exception of regular malntanancs of tha exterior surfaces of the Property (painting, staining, etc), are you aware
of any pastor present problems wfth any portion of the exterior,forexample, moisture damage behind stucco, etc?
If "Yes", please describe, to your knowledge, the nature of any such problems:__
.

Cs Yes £Mfo

Wl. TERMITES/DRY ROT/PESTS

y

K

Are you aware of any past or present problems with termites, dry rot, rodents, or pests on or affecting the Property? Jf
"Yes", please describe, to your knowi&dgs, the nature and location of any such problems:
___

8.

Are you aware of any damageto\hB Property caused by termites, dryrot,rodents, or pests? If "Yes", please describe,
to your knowledge, tha nature andtocafionof any such damage, and any efforts to mitigate such damage:

...

-

.

^

.

i

i

Q Yss (3 No

,i

y''

C. To yourfcnavjfedgd,are there any written warranto or other termite or pest control coverage presently in placsforthe
Property? If "Yes*, please attach any copies of such warranties in your possession.

Q Yea QfNo

^-~
Q Yes a Mo

13. ADDITIOWS/REMODHLS
A. With the exception of cosmetic upgradestothe Property (such as carpet, paint, wallpaper, etc), have you remodeled,
made any room additions, mada structural modifications ac othar alterations or improvements to the Property? If *Yes\
please describe, to your knowledge, the nature of any suchremodel/alterationwork;
B.

To your knowledge, did any former owners make any additions, structural changes, or other alterations to the Property?
If "Yes", please describe,toyour knowledge, the natura of any such remodel/alteration worfc

Q Yes QfWo

Q Yes '(to
Q1

14. STRUCTURAL STEMS £ SOILS
A. Are you aware of any settlement or heaving of soil on the Property or on any adjoining Property (collapsible or expansive
^ • •'
soils, poorly compacted 88)? If *Yes", pleasa describe, to your knowledge, tha nature and location of any sattlement or
Q Yes £2r$o
heaving of soil;
,
B. Are you aware of any sliding or earth movement on the Property or on any adjoining Property (landslides,fellingrocks,
^
debris or mud Hows)? If "Yes", please describe, to your knowledge, the natura and location of any sliding or earth
O Yes JSfifta
movement
_
,
„ ^ ^
C. Are you aware of any past or present movement, shifting, deterioration, or other problems with the waOs or foundation? Q Yes QTNo
If "Yes*, pleasa describe, to your knowledge, the nature and location of any such shifting, problems, ate:
D. To your knowledge, does any portion of the Property contain any subsuriaca, man-made debris that has been buried,
covered or abandoned* including without limitation, any discarded or abandoned construction materials, concrete
orfoundations,trash, etc? if Tes", please describe the nature and location of such subsurface debris:

footings
y/'
Q Yes Q"Mo

E

Rease describe, to your knowledge, any action taken b repair or mitigate any of the issues described in 14A through 140:

F,

Are you aware of any geologic, soils or engineering reports that have been preparedforthe Property? If "Yes", pleasa
attach a copy of any such reports in your possession,

s

Q Yes Q'Mo

15. BOUNDARIES £ EASEMENTS
A.

Do you know if anything on your Property (such as a ianaa, deck, or any other improvement) encroaches (extends)
onto any adjoining property? If "Yes*, pleasa describe,toyour knowtedge, the nature and approximate location of any
such encroachments.
B. Do you know if anything on any adjoining property (such as afence,deck, or any other improvements) encroaches
onto your Property? If 'Yes*, please describe, to your knowledge, the nature and approximate location of any such
encroachment:
.
C. Are you aware of any boundary disputes or conflicts involving your Property and any adjoining property or properties?
if "Yes", please describe, to your knowledge, the nature of any such boundary disputes or conflicts:
0,

Are you aware of any unrecorded easements affecting the Property? If "Yes', please describe, to your knowledge, the
nature and approximate location of any such easements:__

Q Yes ErfJo
y
Q Yes Oftfo
Q Yes OfMo
Q Yes O^ffe

15. USE OF PROPERTY
K
B.

To your knowledge, is any portion of the Property presently assessed, for property tax purposes, as "Greenbett"?
Are you aware of any past or prese^on^nforminauses of the Property (such as renting the Property as a
Page 3 of 5
Safari tnXaatsx<Z><^/
y ~^'3
7> /
Buyer'sInitiate
Initiate
„
DatB_
i f o t e x ^ ^ X ^ [-n- ^\>J,
I p gEtefa
i a y^/B^T^l^
Buyer's

Q YesQrffo
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the nature of any such problems, foi ~~am>. , spa/hot tub teaks, heated dnVeway only wor ^ on ^
B.

.on of driveway, etc?

With the exception of regular maintenance of the exterior surfacas of the Property (painting, staining, eta), ara you ciware
of any past or present problems with any portion of the exterior, for example, moisture damage behind stucco, etc?
If Yes", please describe, to your knowledge, the nature of any such problems:.

QYestHfc

*L TERMITES/DRY ROT/PESTS
A.

Are you aware of any pastor present problems with termites, dry rat, rodents, or pests on or affecting the Property? If
"Yes", please describe, to your knowledge, the nature and location of any such problems:

Q Y e s EfWo

B.

Are you aware of any damage to iha Property caused by termites, dry rot, rodents, or pests? If "Yes", please describe,
to your knowledge, the nature and location of any such damage, and any efforts to mitigate such damage:

QYesQTWo

C.

To your knowledge, are thera any written warranties or other tarmffe or pest control coverage presently in place far tf le
Property? if "Yes", please attach any copies of such warranties in your possession.

13, ADDITIONS/REMODELS
A. With the excepSon of cosm&tic upg&daa to the Property {such as carpet, paint, wallpaper, etc,}/ have you remodeled,
made any room additions, made structural modifications or other alterations or improvements to the Property? If "Yes*,
please describe, to your knowledge, the naiura of any suchremodel/alterationwortc
B.

To your knowledge, did any former owners make any additions, structural changes, or other alterations to the Property?
If "Yes", pleasa describe, to your knowledge, ±B nature of any such remodel/alteration work:

14, S T R U C T U R A L ITEMS & SOfLS
A. A/e you aware of any settlement or heaving of soil on the Property or on any adjoining Property (collapsible or expansive
sells, pcoriy compacted fill)? tf "Yes-, pleasa describe, to your knowledge, the nature and location of any settlement or
heaving of soil:
.
8. Are you aware of any sliding or earth movement on the Property or an any adjoining Property (landslides, failing nocks,
debris or mud flows)? If "Yes", please describe, to your knowledge, the nature and location of any sliding or earth
movement
______________
C, Aie you awara of any past or present movement, shifting, defeneration, or other problems with ^ha walls or foundation?
If'Yes', please describe, to your knowledge, the nature and location of any such shifting, problems, etc:
D.

To your knowigdge, does any portion of the Property contain any subsurface, man-made debris that has been buried
covered or abandoned, induding ^tthoul limitation, any discarded or abandoned construction materials, concrete footings
orfoundations,trash, ate? if "Yes", please describe the nature and location of such subsurface debris:

£

Please desenbe, to your knowledge, any acSon taken to repair or mitigate any of the issuas described in 14A through 14D:

F.

Are you aware of any geologic, soils or engineering reports hat have been prepared for the Property? If 'Yes', please
attach a copy of any such reports In your possession.

15. B O U N D A R I E S & E A S E M E N T S
A. Do you know \f anything on your Properly (such as a fence, deck, or any other improvement) encroaches (extends)
onto any adjoining property0 If Yes*, pleasa describe, to your knowledge, thd nature and approximate location of any
such encroachment
,
B. Do you know If anything on any adjoining property (such as a fence, deck, or any other Improvements) encroaches
onto your Property? (f Yes", plaasa describe, to your knowledge, the nature and approximate location of any such
encroachment
C. Ara you aware of any boundary disputes or conflicts involving your Property and any adjoining property or properties?
If Yes", please describe, to your knowledge, the nature of any such boundary disputas or conflicts:
D.
4

Are you aware of any unrecorded easements affecting the Property? If Yes", please describe, to your knowledge, h^
nature and approximate location of any such easements:

QYes efMo

QYes &Ho
QYes Q ^ o

QYesJ2TWo

QYesJBlScf
Q Y e s QTto

Q Y e s Q'Mo

QYes Q l t o

Q Y e s QUO

QYes Gtfto
Q Yes QfWo

Q Yes Q-Wo

6. USE OF PROPERTY

A, To ycur lenowiedge, is any portion of the Property presently assessed, for property tax purposes, as "Greanbelt*?
B. Ara you aware of any past or pr^ent^on-^nfonnjngjjsas of the Property (such as renting the Property as a
PagoCcfS
S s ^ s IntezkL^^K- y
l \ j , Oats 7 - ^ ' ^ '
~£? 7 ^ Buyer's Jnftfalls
Data_

Q Y e s GTNo
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_. _

triples, but local zoning only permits.
? If 'Yes - , pteas3 describe, to your knowled^,
jre of any such
non-conforming use(s):
.
_____________
_ _
Are you awara of any existing or threatened legal action affecting the Property? If 'Yes - , please describe,toyour
knowledge, the natura of any such legal action;,
.
Ars you awara of any past or present violations of gay local, state, orfederallaw or regulation, or of any restrictive
covenants relating to the Property? If "Yes", pleasa describe, to your knowledge,ti)Qnature of any such violations:

* Q Yes & f i f o
Q Yas &No
/
Q Yes £TMQ

17. ELECTRICAL
Are you aware of any past or present problems with any electrical switches, outlets and/or any portion of the electrical
system? If Tea", please describe, to your knowledge, the nature of any such problems;

Q Yes O H o

18. MOLD
A.

With the exception of any occasional accumulation of mold and mildew in bathroom shower, tub and ank areas, ara
you aware of any past or present mold on wails, ceilings, floors, or any other interior portal of the Property? If *Yes',
please describe, to your lenowiedge, the nature and location of any such mo!d;_
Have you had the Property inspected for the existanoa of any mold? if "Yes*, please describe, to your knowledge,
the results of Eta Inspection, and attach capias of any inspection reports in your possession:

B.

y
Q Yes EfWo
y -'
Q Yes Crtfo

19. OTHER MOISTURE CONDITIONS
A.

in refarencatot^e basement and/or crawlspaca, are you aware of any past or present water leakage, water accumulation
or dampness? If "Yes", please describe, to your knowledge, the nature of any such water leakage, accumulation or
dampness;
_
B. Are you awara of any past or present water or moisture-falatad damage caused by: flooding; lot drainage: moisture
seepage or condensation; sewer overHowybadcup; leaking or broken pipes, plpa fittings, or plumbing fixtures; or leaking
appliances, fixtures, or equipment? If "Yes", pleasa describe, to your knowledge, the nature and iocatian af any such
water or fnolsiura-relatad damage:
C. Pleasa describe, to your knowledge, any attempts to rspair any moisiurs-ralated damage and/or to prevent any
recurrence of water and moisture-related problems on the Property:^
w. Are you aware of any wetlands located on the Property? If 'Yes', pleasa describe, to your knowledge, the nature and
location of any wetlands on the Property:
E. Are you aware of any attempts to mitigate any wetland issues through the Army Corps of Engineers? If "Yes", please
describe:
,
.
__
2 0 . H A Z A R D O U S CONDITIONS
A. Are you aware of any past or prasent hazardous conditions, substances, or materials on the Property, such as asbestos,
lead-based paint, methane Qas, radon gas, radioactive or toxic materials, or ureafarmaldehyde foam insulation, buriad
storage tanks and lines;? If "Yes*, please describe, to your knowledge, the nature of any such hazardous conditions:
B.

Please describe, to your knowledge, any attempts to mftigata any such hazardous condition(s);_

C.

To your knowledge, is the Property currently contaminated from the storing or manijfacturing of methamphetamines?

2 1 HOMEOWNERS A S S O C I A T I O N
A. is the Property part of a condominium or other homeowner's association (HOA)?
9. Dees we HOA lavy dues or assessments for maintenance of common areas and/or other common expanses?
C. For questions regarding the HOA, Including past, presant or future dues or assessments, or regarding financial statements,
bylaws, HOA meetings and minutes, Information may be obtained from the following:
/Name) (j fL*&-/ 6?

Js^L^<^s<?

y
Q Yes QTHo

y

Q Yes Q^Mo

Q Yes C_rWo
*^ •
Q Yes Q Ho

^
Q Yes J__-Ro

Q Yes
_,.
P ^ e s ca4te
Q Yes Q Uo

(Address)

JPhonaL
BY SIGNING THIS DISCLOSURE FORM, SELLER AUTHORIZES THE RELEASE OF HOA INFORMATIOM TO BUYER
AND/OR TO BUYER'S AGENT,

22. UNPAID ASSESSMENTS
Are you aware of any HOA, municipal, special improvement district or other assessments that are presently owing
against ^he Property? if "Yes", please describe, to your knowledge, the nature and amount of any such unpaid
assessments:
Page4 of 5

^ ^ &'
Sailer's \n^y<^S^7'' %&itoa
AwDafe./ s^^&-&~pk*«f«Mr
lm*\«

,
Q Yes EMto
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Are you aware of any HOA, municipal, or special improvement district assessments that hava been approved biA
not yet levied against the Property? ff Yas", pleasa descnbe, to your knowledge,ftenature and amount of any such
flnnrmrGd
laviad. assessments:
assessments*
approved, hut
but nnt
not vflt
yet levied,

INSURANCE
During your ownership ofti\a Property, have youfiledany insurance daims based on loss or damagetothe Property? If
*Yes-, piaase describe, to your knowledge, the nature of any such claims:
_ _ _
B. If the Property is part of a condominium or oiher homeowner's association, do yog know \f the HOA has filed any
insurance daimsforloss or damage to any portion of the development? If "Yes", please describe,toyour knowledge,
the nature of any such daims:
m

QYes Q"Mo

Q Yes Q^/o
S
Q Yes Gtfto

SQUARE FOOTAGE/ACREAGE
SeBer represents that anyfiguresprovided by Seflarin any documents regarding the square footage or acreage of the Praperty ars not based on any
persona! measurement by SeRer, if the square footage or acreage of the Property is of material concern to Buyer, Buyer ts advised to verify the
square footage or acreage thirugh any independent sources or means deemed appropnate by Buyer. BUYER IS ADVISED NOT TO RELY ON
SELLER, THE COMPANY, OR ANY AGENTS OF THE COMPANY FOR A DETERMINATION REGARDING THE SQUARE FOOTAGE OR
ACREAGE OF THE PROPERTY.

VERIFICATION BY SELLER
Seller verifies that Seller has prepared this disdosura form and fhat the information contained herein is accurate aid complete to the best of
Seller's actual knowledge as of the date signed by Seller below. SELLER UNDERSTANDS AND AGREES THAT SELLER WILL UPDATE
THIS DISCLOSURE FORM IF ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN BECOMES INACCURATE OR INCORRECT IN ANY WAY. Seller
authorizes the Companytoprovide copies of this disclosure form to prospective buyers, and to real estate brokers and agents. This disclosure
form Is not a warranty of any land. If Buyer and Seller enter into a safes contractforthe Property, and such sales contract includes, excludes,
or warrants the condition of any item referenced herein, thentothe extent there is a conflict between the sales contract and any
representations contained herein, the te^ns of the sales contract shall coniroL
/ //'
~Setec<^^s&^'x/^~<^—-gats:

^

Seller: J?/^.**,-,JTS^J'^.<

^

,Data:

' ( r7
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT BY BUYER
Buyer's signature bejcw acknowledges Buyer's receipt of a copy of this disclosure form.

Buyer.

Date:

Buyer:

Date:,

DISCLOSURE FORM UPDATE
Tha above diedosure farm was reviewed and updated by Seller on the data signed by Seller below. (Chock Applicable Boxes)
Q There ars no changes in the above disclosure form; Q The above disclosure form has been changed as
follows:
_

and/or Q Tha above disclosureformhas been changed as noted an attached Addendum No,
Seller

i of 5

Date:

Seller:

Salter's Initials < 7 ^ / ^JX Date / ^ / ^ ^

^

to this disclosure form.
,

Buyer's Initials.

Date:

Date
L-217
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